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Transregional Networking in the Chinese Journalistic Diaspora: 




This study examines diasporic journalistic relations in the joint historical contexts of 
the Nanjing Decade (1927-1937) in the history of Republican China and the growing 
anti-Japanese motherland nationalism in the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant 
community. It explores specifically the socialization circuit of “Tiger Balm King” Hu 
Wenhu (1884-1954) and his Sin Chew Jit Poh (SCJP) newspapermen within 
Guomindang China. By doing so, the study demonstrates that the reputational 
ascendency of Hu and his newspaper in Singapore over their main local rival Chen 
Jiageng (1874-1961)/Nanyang Siang Pau (NYSP) was due significantly to their 
success in constructing dynamic transregional journalistic linkages with important 
professional counterparts in Guomindang China.  
Through these connections, Hu‟s SCJP was able to source, mobilize and 
accumulate vital resources to bolster both its journalistic production as well as its 
professional reputation in the Singapore Chinese journalistic circle and the Chinese 
journalistic world as a whole. The resources garnered by Hu/SCJP came in two main 
categories. The first consisted of cultural-political capital in the form of high 
recognitions accorded to SCJP by its China/Shanghai-based professional journalistic 
counterparts. The second comprised intellectual capital that came in the form of 





exploited in the most conspicuous manner possible to enhance its journalistic 
production. 
  Acquisition and amassing of these resources enabled Hu/SCJP to upstage 
Chen/NYSP both in terms of its ranking within the local Singapore Chinese newspaper 
competition as well as the scale of its professional reputation.  SCJP‟s circulation rate 
gradually outdistanced those of NYSP and other competitors in the Singapore Chinese 
journalistic circle and its reputational ascendency became firmly established by 1934, 
five years after its founding (in 1929).  The newspaper further outstripped its local 
Singapore rivals by becoming the one and only Nanyang Chinese newspaper selected 
into the high-profiled nationwide news indexing project carried out by the Sun Yat-
sen Institute for Advancement of Culture and Education, a major cultural-political 
organization in Guomindang China. SCJP‟s privileged place in the project was a ripe 
fruit borne out of its transregional networking that consolidated its high standing in 
the Chinese journalistic world. 
Through the case of Hu/SCJP‟s network-building and resource-channelling 
activities, this study ultimately aims to push for a more concerted effort in the 
historical scholarship dealing with Chinese journalism and journalistic players to pay 
greater attention to the presence, extent and impact of transregional networking 
between the overseas Chinese journalistic players and their China/Shanghai-based 
counterparts. Such endeavor affords us a vital avenue to expand the frontier of the 
scholarship. The exploits of Hu and his SCJP newspapermen provide a concrete 
example in showing how such networking constituted the crucial linchpin of a vibrant, 





on Hu‟s journalistic enterprise, the study also seeks to move the historical scholarship 
on overseas Chinese journalism further beyond the longstanding institutional 




















Notes on Translation, Romanization and Currencies 
Translation 
For the sake of convenience, all titles of Chinese-language newspaper articles cited in 
the main text of the thesis, the footnotes, and captions for illustrations are translated to 





Names of Chinese-Language Newspapers and Periodicals  
For Chinese-language newspapers with known original names in dialect, this study 
retains the usage of such names. All other Chinese-language newspapers and 
periodicals are named in the Romanized Pinyin. A listing of the former is given as 
follows: 
 
Name adopted (Name in Pinyin and Chinese characters) 
Chen Poh (Chenbao 晨报)  
Chung Ngoi San Po (Zhongwai xinbao 中外新报) 
Hua Tzu Jih Pao (Huazi ribao 华字日报) 
Min Kuo Jit Pao (Minguo ribao 民国日报) 
Nanyang Siang Pau (Nanyang Shangbao 南洋商报) 
Sin Chew Jit Poh (Xingzhou ribao 星洲日报) 
Sin Kok Min Jit Pao (Xinguomin ribao 新国民日报) 
Sin Poh (Xingbao 星报) 
 
Further Note: The Shenbao 申报, a major Chinese-language daily in Shanghai, had a 
dialect name with its transliteration known as Shun Pao. However, the study adopts 
the transliteration in Romanized Pinyin with the consideration that this is the more 





Names of Chinese Personalities, Organizations, Places and Terms     
For the sake of convenience, the names of some highly well-known personalities in 
Chinese history retain their transliterations based on the Wade-Giles system, as 
commonly adopted in the Western-language scholarship. All other names of Chinese 
personalities, organizations, places and terms are given in the Romanized Pinyin. A 
listing of the former is given as follows: 
 
Name adopted (Name in Pinyin and Chinese characters) 
Chiang Kai-shek (Jiang Jieshi 蒋介石) 
V. K. Wellington Koo (Gu Weijun 顾维钧) 
H. H. Kung (Kong Xiangxi 孔祥熙) 
Sun Yat-sen (Sun Yixian/Sun Zhongshan 孙逸仙/孙中山) 
             
Currencies 
The currency used in Guomindang China during the Nanjing Decade (1927-1937) 
was denoted in yuan (元 or 圆). Adopted officially by the Qing imperial government 
in the late nineteenth-century, the yuan had been fixed to the Mexican silver dollar, a 
type of the Spanish silver dollar which gained wide circulation in Asia since the 
sixteenth-century. This currency system persisted until the 1935-36 currency reforms 
implemented by the Guomindang Government. The reforms enacted the issuance of 
the so-called fabi 法币 (or “Fiat money”) fixed to the British pound sterling and the 
US dollar to replace the prohibited silver yuan.   [Reference: Zhongguo Renmin 
Yinhang Zonghang Canshishi 中国人民银行总行参事室, ed., Zhonghua Minguo 
huobishi ziliao 中华民国货币史资料 (Source Materials on Monetary History of 
Republican China), Vol. I, 1912-1927 and Vol. II, 1924-1949 (Shanghai: Shanghai 
renmin chubanshe, 1986, 1991)]  
The currency used in British Malaya, including the administrative unit of the Straits 
Settlements (comprising Singapore, Malacca and Penang) during the period covered 
in this study was denoted in Straits dollar. Introduced in 1867 at par with the Spanish 
silver dollar, it was fixed to the British pound sterling from 1903 until 1967.  In 1939, 
the name of the currency was changed to Malayan dollar. [Reference: Li Sheng-Yi, 
The Monetary and Banking Development of Singapore and Malaysia, 3
rd
 edition 
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Figure 1: China, Japan, and Southeast Asia [depicted by and known to the Chinese 













Figure 2 (left): Sin Chew Jit Poh 星洲日报
(SCJP)‟s manager Lin Aimin 林霭民 (left) 
and renowned Shanghai-based journalist Ge 
Gongzhen 戈 公 振  (1890-1935, right), 
during the Lytton Inquiry Commission‟s 
transit stop in Singapore on 11 September 
1932.  Ge Gongzhen is the author of the 
landmark book Zhongguo baoxue shi 中国
报学史 (History of Chinese Journalism).     







Figure 3 (below): Ge Gongzhen‟s visit to the 
office of SCJP during the Lytton Inquiry 
Commission‟s transit stop in Singapore on 
11 September 1932. Included in the group 
were SCJP‟s chief editor Fu Wumen 傅无闷
(4
th
 from left), Ge Gongzhen (centre, 5
th
 
from left) and SCJP‟s manager Lin Aimin 
(4
th
 from right).  
 
Source: “Ge Gongzhen strives hard towards greater international publicity for China,” SCJP, 12 September 1932. 








Special Exclusive Telegram to our Newspaper from 
Shanghai Press Association 
Renowned Journalist Ge Gongzhen,  
Accompanying the [League of Nations] Inquiry Commission to Europe,  
Stops by Singapore 
                                                                 --- Sin Chew Jit Poh, 7 September 1932 
 
Inquiry Commission Left Hong Kong 
On its Way to Singapore  
(Our Paper‟s Exclusive Telegram from Hong Kong) 
                                                             --- Nanyang Siang Pau, 8 September 1932 
 
The two major Chinese-language dailies in Singapore heralded the imminent arrival 
of the Lytton Inquiry Commission for a brief transit-stop. The origin of the 
delegation‟s journey could be traced back to the invasion of Manchuria by the 
Japanese Kwantung Army a year ago. In the face of the Japanese onslaught, Chiang 
Kai-shek had chosen the course of seeking international diplomatic assistance over 
that of military resistance.
1
 The Guomindang Government lodged a protest against 
Japan to the League of Nations in the hope that the international community would 
eventually mete out effective punitive actions against the aggressor. In response, the 
                                                          
1
 See Gu Weijun (V. K. Wellington Koo), Gu Weijun huiyilu, I, trans. Institute of Modern History, 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (Beijing: Zhonghua shujü, 1983), pp. 415-442. See also Youli 
Sun, China and the Origins of the Pacific War, 1931-1941 (New York: St Martin‟s Press, 1993), pp. 
19-24 and Stephen G. Craft, V. K. Wellington Koo and the Emergence of Modern China (Lexington: 





League dispatched an inquiry commission headed by Victor Robert Bulwer-Lytton, 
the second Earl of Lytton, to Manchuria. Among the members of the commission was 
Chinese diplomat V. K. Wellington Koo, who served as the official Chinese assessor. 
Ge Gongzhen (1890-1935) accompanied the commission as a representative of the 
Chinese press to provide roving reporting on the commission‟s movement and 
activities. Upon the completion of the commission‟s inquiry mission in Manchuria, 
the entire group, including Koo and Ge, headed for Europe for the League Council 
and Assembly sessions in Geneva in November-December 1932.
2
  
 Ge Gongzhen hailed from Dongtai, Jiangsu and gained wide respect for his 
work as a journalist as well as his dedications and contributions towards journalism 
studies and the proliferation of professional journalism education in Republican 
China.
3
  He began his formal journalistic career in the Shibao sometime between 1912 
and 1914 and over the next fifteen years his position gradually rose from local section 
editor to chief editor. In 1927, he journeyed overseas to Europe, the United States and 
Japan on an international affairs and press fact-finding tour. Between 24 and 30 
August 1927, he participated in the International Conference of Press Experts 
organized by the League of Nations.
4
 Because of his wealth of experience in the 
international arena, he was chosen by the Shanghai Baojie Lianhehui (Shanghai Press 
                                                          
2
 See Gu Weijun, Gu Weijun huiyilu, II, trans. Institute of Modern History, Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences (Beijing: Zhonghua shujü, 1985), pp. 14-26.  
3
 Ge‟s biodata comes from “Renowned journalist Ge Gongzhen departed for Europe with League of 
Nations delegation,” Sin Chew Jit Poh (SCJP), 7 September 1932. See also a biographical profile 
written by his nephew Ge Baoquan, “Huiyi wo de shufu Ge Gongzhen (shang),” Renwu, 4, 1980, pp. 
127-140, as well as Hong Weijie, ed., Ge Gongzhen nianpu (Dongtai: Jiangsu renmin chubanshe, 1990), 
pp. 1-67.  Jin Xiongbai (aka Zhu Zijia), who had been Ge‟s colleague in the Shibao during the 1920s, 
recounted Ge‟s stint with the newspaper in his memoir, Jin Xiongbai, Jizhe shengya wushi nian, I 
(Hong Kong: Wuxingji shubaoshe, 1975), pp. 60-62. 
4






Association) and the official Zhongyang Tongxunshe (Central News Agency) to cover 
news on the League delegation.
5
    
For SCJP, NYSP and other Chinese-language newspapers catering to the 
informational needs of the Chinese migrant community in Singapore, the appearance 
of Ge, Koo and the Lytton Inquiry Commission provided a precious and eagerly 
awaited opportunity to come in close touch with events in China through direct 
contact and interactions with the key news makers. While all the contending players 
in Chinese journalistic circle in Singapore shared a common high interest in the 
visitors, the coverage and content of the reports churned out by the different 
newspapers on 12 September 1932 (the day after the event) demonstrated the 
advantage that SCJP and NYSP enjoyed over their competitors in terms of influence 
and resources and at the same time somewhat exposed the intense rivalry between the 
two major dailies. SCJP and NYSP were able to devote one full “local news” page to 
reports on the commission‟s activities in Singapore and interviews with the Earl of 
Lytton, Koo and Ge, while Sin Kok Min Jit Pao (SKMJP, a Guomindang-sponsored 
newspaper
6
) and Union Times (a newspaper with an origin as the opinion organ of the 
pro-Reformist Movement literati in the 1900s
7
) were only able to make it with three-
quarter of a page and less than half-of-a-page respectively.
8
 In addition, SCJP and 
                                                          
5
 “Remarks by Ge Gongzhen with respect to the role of Singapore‟s Chinese press,” Nanyang Siang 
Pau (NYSP), 12 September 1932.  
6
 Yong Ching-fatt and R. B. McKenna, The Kuomintang Movement in British Malaya (Singapore: 
Singapore University Press, 1990), p. 182. 
7
 Chen Mong Hock, The Early Chinese Newspapers of Singapore, 1881-1912 (Singapore: University of 
Malaya Press, 1967), p. 86. 
8
 “Dr Wellington Koo hopes all nationals could learn from Chen Jiageng,” NYSP, 12 September 1932; 
“League of Nations Inquiry Commission stopped by Singapore with V. K. Wellington Koo and Ge 
Gongzhen yesterday,” SCJP, 12 September 1932; “Remarks on conditions in the three Northeast 
provinces,” Sin Kok Min Jit Pao, 12 September 1932; “League of Nations delegation stopped by 





NYSP were quick to capitalize on recognitions by members of the delegation not 
enjoyed by their competitors. Koo and Ge paid a visit to the manufacturing plant of 
NYSP‟s founder Chen Jiageng. NYSP took the visit as the main story on their page and 
highlighted Koo‟s lauding of Chen as a role model in national salvation through 
promotion of industry. On its part, SCJP stressed its close relationship with Ge and 
produced a report featuring Ge‟s visit to SCJP‟s office in addition to the paper‟s one-
page report on the delegation (Figure 3). 
The episode involving the Lytton Inquiry Commission and the Singapore 
Chinese press is a harbinger of the aims of this thesis. It first and foremost reflected 
the undercurrent of the growing anti-Japanese motherland nationalism swirling in the 
Chinese migrant community in Singapore during the 1930s. Moreover, the Singapore 
Chinese newspapers‟ enormous interest in the visiting League delegation showed the 
concerns of the Chinese press in China and the overseas Chinese communities over 
the international dimension of Guomindang China‟s precarious position in the face of 
Japanese militarism. These add up to the larger context of the study‟s main themes 
derived from threads emerging from the episode. The special telegram that the 
Shanghai Press Association transmitted to notify SCJP of Ge‟s impending stop-over 
in Singapore with the League delegation and Ge‟s visit to SCJP‟s office implies the 
existence of a professional journalistic network linking a major Singapore Chinese-
medium newspaper to newspapers and newspapermen in Shanghai, the key hub of 
journalistic production in Republican China. At the same time, the special emphasis 
that SCJP and NYSP placed on the respective recognitions they received from 





and interpersonal connections with the Chinese journalistic circle in Shanghai played 
a significant role in shaping the local Chinese newspaper competition in Singapore. 
 This study takes as its starting point the contestation between two leading 
overseas Chinese entrepreneurs of the era and their respective newspapers, Chen 
Jiageng (1874-1961, known as the “Rubber King of Malaya”)/NYSP, and Hu Wenhu 
(1884-1954, popularly known as the “Tiger Balm King”)/SCJP.9  The two parties 
were bitter rivals vying with each other for power and influence within the 
Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community, as well as recognitions from 
Guomindang China for their philanthropic/patriotic efforts. As to be discussed in 
greater details in Chapter 1, British colonial inhibitions of Chen‟s patriotic activities 
and more crucially the devastating impact of the world economic depression in the 
1930s on Chen‟s rubber enterprise caused the balance of the rivalry to shift in favor of 
Hu /SCJP. The latter in turn put up highly conspicuous efforts in strengthening their 
position within the competition in the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese journalistic circle, 
as well as establishing their name in the journalistic field of Guomindang China. The 
overall timeframe of the study begins in 1929, the year of the founding of SCJP, and 
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ends in 1937, the final year of the Nanjing Decade (1927-1937) in the history of 
Republican China, which coincided with the emergence of Hu/SCJP and their rise to 
prominence in the 1930s.         
Focusing on the socialization circuit of Hu Wenhu and his SCJP 
newspapermen within Guomindang China, the study seeks to demonstrate, first of all, 
that the reputational ascendency of Hu Wenhu/SCJP over their main rival was due 
significantly to their success in constructing dynamic transregional journalistic 
linkages with professional counterparts and political/military luminaries in 
Guomindang China. Through these linkages, Hu/SCJP tried to source, mobilize and 
accumulate vital cultural-political and intellectual capitals to outstrip their rival in 
terms of professional standing and journalistic production.
10
 Yet apart from the 
purpose they served in bolstering the position of Hu/SCJP in the local Singapore 
Chinese newspaper competition, these linkages also had a larger impact in the sense 
that they contributed to a vibrant China-Nanyang diasporic journalistic sphere 
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teeming with a myriad of social-informational activities.
11
  Overall, the study 
constitutes an effort to further our understanding of the diasporic dimension of 
historical Chinese journalistic developments. Moreover, it presents an endeavor in 
moving studies on the overseas Chinese journalistic players beyond the longstanding 
institutional framework of analysis, of which Ge Gongzhen happened to be a pioneer.          
 
From Institutional to a Social History of the Chinese-Language Press  
Apart from his illustrious career as a journalist, Ge Gongzhen authored the 
landmark work Zhongguo baoxue shi (History of Chinese Journalism, first published 
in 1927), making him effectively the founder of the historical scholarship on Chinese 
journalism.  Covering not just the Chinese-language newspapers published in the 
treaty-ports in China but also those in Hong Kong, Southeast Asia and North America, 
Ge developed in his book a couple of  major approaches which were to prove to be 
influential to subsequent scholars working on both the press in China and those in the 
Chinese migrant communities overseas. First, Ge set up as key units of analysis the 
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various operational aspects of the news media, such as the organization of a 
newspaper office, composition, background and opinions of managerial and editorial 
personnel, newspaper content, advertisement and circulation. Second, he developed a 
diachronic narrative tracing the history of either an individual newspaper or the press 
as a whole originating from the appearance of periodicals published by the 
missionaries to the emergence of Chinese-language newspapers in Hong Kong and 
the foreign treaty-port settlements in China.
12
 His approach has been widely 
duplicated not just in a couple of early English-language works
13
 and several Chinese-
language works on the history of the Chinese-language press in China and the British 
colony of Hong Kong, but also works on Chinese newspapers and newspapermen in 
the overseas Chinese migrant communities, especially the exceptionally large 
concentrations in Southeast Asia.
14
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Despite the lingering influence of Ge‟s book, a number of important English-
language works on the history of the Chinese-language press adopted the socio-
historical approach either to supplement or move beyond Ge‟s pioneered institutional 
approach. Focusing her attention on the Chinese-language newspapers in Singapore 
from Late Qing to the outbreak of the 1911 Revolution, Chen Mong Hock‟s The Early 
Chinese Newspapers of Singapore examined not just the development of each of the 
various Chinese-language newspapers published during this period. She also looked 
into the social-political dynamics among the newspapermen within the context of the 
contestations for support of the overseas Chinese among the Qing imperial 
government, the Reformist Movement and the Revolutionary Movement.
15
 Published 
in 1967, Chen‟s work is considered a pioneer in studying and writing the history of 
the Chinese-language newspapers and Chinese newspapermen from a social 
perspective.
16
 Such an approach has become the mainstream of recent English-
language scholarship. The best examples of subsequent works in the scholarship using 
this approach are Bryna Goodman‟s article “Semi-Colonialism, Transnational 
Networks and News Flows in Early Republican Shanghai” (China Review, Spring 
2004), Natascha Gentz‟s chapter, “Useful Knowledge and Appropriate 
Communication” in the edited volume Joining the Global Public, and more recently 
Sei Jeong Chin‟s chapter “Politics of Trial, the News Media and Social Networks in 
Nationalist China” in the edited volume At the Crossroads of Empires. Goodman 
explored the intricacy of interpersonal relationship among the newspapermen within 
the transnational setting of the journalistic circle in the treaty-port of Shanghai in the 
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  With her attention on Chinese newspapermen of a 
previous generation based in Shanghai and the British Colony of Hong Kong in Late 
Qing, Gentz uncovered a wealth of interpersonal connections within the Chinese-
language newspaper circles in Hong Kong and Shanghai.
18
 Chin examined the effect 
of social connections between the Shanghai Chinese press players and Guomindang 
party-state figures on state-news media relationship during the Nanjing Decade.
19
                                       
 The works on the history of the Chinese and overseas Chinese press that 
adopted the institutional framework of analysis have undoubtedly provided a good 
foundation for the field of history of journalism in China and the overseas Chinese 
communities. As for those taking the social history perspective, they have contributed 
to our understanding of the newspapers and newspapermen as elements integral to 
their specific social-cultural-political settings in a way that the institutional framework 
is unable to achieve. However, it has to be noted that the works of Goodman, Gentz 
and Chin are typical of most Euro-America-based scholars‟ persistent focus on 
Shanghai as the main geopolitical unit of their studies. This is due to the historical 
domination of China‟s newspaper market by the Shanghai journalistic circle as well as 
the continual attraction that the treaty-port holds for the scholarship as a historical 
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geopolitical unit of analysis.
20
 However, such a focus has been privileging historical 
Chinese journalistic developments in China/Shanghai at the expense of those in the 
overseas Chinese communities.  This is in spite of the active and visible roles played 
by the historic diasporic Chinese press players in conveying the developments of 
events in China to the Chinese migrant communities and mobilizing the migrant 
communities‟ support for the Reformist and Revolutionary Movements in the early 
1900s and China‟s anti-Japanese resistance efforts between the late 1920s and the 
1940s.  This study contends that a more complete picture of the historical 
developments of Chinese journalism requires the incorporation of the diasporic 
journalistic players. Journalistic developments in the Chinese migrant communities 
and the overseas Chinese newspapermen‟s linkages with their China/Shanghai 
counterparts constitute an important piece of jigsaw puzzle for reconstructing such a 
picture. It is thus a great pity that Chen Mong Hock‟s work on the Singapore Chinese 
press stops at 1912 and does not go beyond that.  
Meanwhile, the relationship between the Guomindang party-state and the 
Nanyang/Singapore-based Chinese press players was even more intricate than that 
between the party-state and the Shanghai players as discussed by Chin. Whereas 
tensions and negotiations over the hotly contested issue of the autonomy of public 
opinion constituted the main characteristics of the latter
21
, the former entailed 
additionally an exchange of tangible as well as intangible benefits and interests 
between the party-state and the Nanyang/Singapore-based players. As the outstanding 
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overseas Chinese entrepreneurs of the era and highly influential Nanyang/Singapore 
Chinese migrant community leaders and press owners, Hu Wenhu and Chen Jiageng 
were much sought after by the party-state for its nation-building endeavors. 
Conversely, the party-state‟s recognitions of Hu and Chen as patriotic role models 
were beneficial to their standings in the local Singapore migrant community politics. 
In the process, the party-state acquired from Hu and Chen monetary and material 
resources for nation-building projects and disasters relief, while the two major 
newspaper proprietors, in particular Hu, received cultural-political capital in return 
from the party-state to boost their respective positions in the local migrant community 
political/newspaper competition.
22
 This thesis presents an effort in filling up on where 
the aforementioned scholars left out/off by studying the myriads of connections and 
the involving bi-directional channelling of resources in diasporic cultural-political 
relations between Guomindang China and the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant 
community within the larger, joint historical contexts of the Nanjing Decade and the 
growing anti-Japanese motherland nationalism in the migrant community.   
 
General Journalistic Development, Late Qing – 1930s  
 The expansion of the socio-historical approach in the historiography on the 
Chinese journalistic players as reflected by the works of Goodman, Gentz and Chin 
occurred against the larger background of the huge interest in the Western-language 
China scholarship on the production and circulation of public opinion sparked off by 
the publication of  Chinese Democracy in 1985 by political scientist Andrew J. 
Nathan (currently based in Columbia University) as well as the English translation of 
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The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (originally published in 1962) by 
German philosopher/sociologist Jürgen Habermas in 1989.
23
  Although Nathan gave a 
substantial discussion on the important role played by Liang Qichao and the 
Reformist Movement in the emergence of the polemical press in Late Qing China, it 
was Habermas‟s work on public sphere and civil society that created a greater impact 
on the scholarship. Habermas placed great emphasis on the press as an important 
institution in the formation of the public sphere in European societies of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth-centuries. Initially, discussions and debates within the 
China scholarship were consumed by the question over the viability of applying the 
Habermasian model to Chinese history.
24
 It did not take long before the scholarship 
began to make an effort to adopt a more nuanced approach, one that is sensitive to the 
historic specificities of Chinese print culture and capitalism
25
 and the newspapermen 
and their activities as producers and communicators of public opinion within the 
particularities of the social-cultural-political milieu in which they operated.  
A group of scholars based in the University of Heidelberg led by Sinologist 
Rudolf G. Wagner contributed greatly to our understanding of the early Chinese-
language newspapers and Chinese newspapermen based in Shanghai and Hong Kong 
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 Gentz has been a key member of this group. She argued in her 
aforementioned work that the burgeoning Chinese-language newspaper circles in 
Shanghai and Hong Kong offered the literati a viable career route alternative to 
officialdom and the early Chinese newspapermen already displayed “a rather 
advanced perception of the role of the press in political and social communication as 
well as a high level of organizational and intercommunicative structures among the 
people involved.”27 Around the same time, Joan Judge‟s seminal study published in 
1994 on the Shibao showed how a group of Late Qing intellectual elites (contrary to 
Liang Qichao‟s conceptualization of the press as a political propaganda machine) 
consolidated the role of the press as a key institution of public opinion that served to 
promote  the  interests of the general populace.
28
  
In a paper presented at the workshop “Studying the Daily Medium: 
Newspapers as Subject and Source in Republican China, 1911-1949” held at the 
Fairbank Centre at Harvard University in late May 2005, Timothy B. Weston 
highlighted the growing professional self-consciousness among intellectual elites 
involved in journalism over the need to carve out an independent space free from 
political influence and interference. Occurring within the larger context of the New 
Culture Movement in the late 1910s and 1920s, this development brought about a 
shift from the advocacy-style political journalism of the 1911 Revolution era back to 
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the commercial focus of the late nineteenth-century newspapers.
29
 Around the same 
time, some prominent journalists (including Ge Gongzhen) and journalism scholars 
drew inspirations from the American model of professional journalism and began 
promoting institutionalized journalism education and clearly defined work ethics for 
journalists.
30
 Other developments taking place in conjunction with the movement 
towards greater professionalization were the organization of journalists and 
newspapers associations and the publication of professional journalism studies and 
journals – trends that were pivotal in shaping the institutional analytical framework 
initiated by Ge for the study and writing of Chinese journalism history through the 
journalistic circle‟s overall concerns over institutional building and progress. In his 
seminal study, Stephen R. Mackinnon argued that the above-mentioned trends 
characterized the journalistic scene in the following period.
31
 However, even though 
the 1930s did see the continuation of at least some of these developments, the 
situation was much more complicated.  
State-News Media Relations during the Nanjing Decade  
Where professionalization on the journalistic front is concerned, the Nanjing 
Decade was strictly speaking a rather murky period.  The journalistic circle was still 
filled with literati originating from a variety of social and educational backgrounds 
who received no institutionalized professional training at all. The criteria of their 
employment were based chiefly on their literary skills and their editing work in the 
newspaper offices or on-the-job reporting assignments outside provided the main 
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avenue through which they acquired their professional experience.
32
 Despite the ideal 
of factual and objective reporting advocated by the professionalization movement, 
there was still some continuity from the past as well as certain reverse currents. Terry 
Narramore‟s article reminds us that the mentality of key post holders in the circle was 
still informed by the age-old shi or literati tradition of moral responsibility in ensuring 
the well-being of the state and society. Such thinking motivated or compelled them to 
resort to polemics and pronounce their convictions amid the mounting influence of 
Guomindang party-state politics and national turmoil caused by Japanese incursions.
33
  
The rise of the Guomindang party-state posed a severe challenge to the 
professional independence of the journalistic circle. Upon assuming nominal central 
state power in 1927, the regime under the leadership of Chiang Kai-shek sought to 
continue the traditionally dominant role that successive Chinese states had played 
over the print culture.
34
 Apart from creating its own opinion organs such as the 
Zhongyang ribao (Central Daily) and the Zhongyang Tongxunshe (Central News 
Agency) to push for its political agenda and propaganda
35
, the party-state adopted a 
two-pronged approach to control the private-owned commercial press by infiltrating 
them with its own personnel and at the same time applying the Bolshevik model of 
strict media censorship to pressurize them into complying with its policies.
36
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Concerning the relationship between the Guomindang party-state and the 
journalistic circle in China, the historical scholarship has so far generated two 
seemingly different views. One group of scholars, in particular Parks M. Coble, 
Narramore and Weston, posited that antagonistic tensions existed between the two 
sides.
37
 They placed great emphasis on the strong resistance against party-state 
dominance and interference on the part of journalists and press proprietors who 
shifted to the political left due to their anger over the party-state‟s heavy-handed ways 
as well as Chiang Kai-shek‟s appeasement policies towards Japan.38 The party-state 
indeed resorted to ruthless methods in dealing with these oppositions, including the 
employment of postal ban to suspend the circulation of anti-party-state publications 
and assassination squads to eliminate key figures of the opposition, the most notorious 
case being the murder of renowned press mogul and Shenbao proprietor Shi Liangcai 
(1880-1934).
39
 Another group of scholars, most notably Mackinnon and more recently 
Sei Jeong Chin, stressed a relationship of symbiotic interdependence that evolved 
between the party-state and the journalistic circle. Mackinnon pointed out that party-
state patronage and sponsorship were crucial to the survival of newspapers, in 
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particular those with personnel linked with the party-state.
40
 Chin seconded this view 
and added that contestations and negotiations between the party-state and news media 
players over the construction and expression of public opinion characterized state-
news media relationship during the Nanjing Decade within the context of 
considerable interpenetration between the party-state and the journalistic circle.
41
         
Given the often baffling complexity of state-news media relationship during 
the Nanjing Decade, the aforementioned two views are not necessarily in conflict with 
each other. A consolidation of these observations yields an overall picture of co-
existence of tensions and interdependence between the Guomindang party-state and 
the news media. More importantly, a close examination of the various courses of 
actions taken by the news media players (both party-state affiliated and non-affiliated) 
ultimately boils down to the question of what choices or strategy an individual news 
media player made/adopted in determining his political relationship with the party-
state as well as the related issue of professional survival within the party-state 
dominated environment.  Adding to discussions in the current scholarship, this study 
brings in the key news media players from the overseas Chinese communities in 
Southeast Asia. As the study is to show, the party-state also tried to extend its 
influence and control to the press in the Chinese migrant communities overseas apart 
from the China/Shanghai-based Chinese journalistic players. With Hu Wenhu/SCJP 
as a representative case, the study will compare and contrast the choices and strategies 
taken by the diasporic players to those of their China/Shanghai-based professional 
counterparts in grappling with the party-state. Moreover, through examining the 
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relationship between the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese newspapermen and the party-
state, the study will offer some observations on how effective the party-state was in 
reaching out to the diasporic realm.                    
Locating the Diasporic/Transregional Dimension   
The journalistic developments in China described in the works of Gentz, 
Weston, Mackinnon and Narramore had a few parallels in the Chinese journalistic 
circle in the Nanyang, or the present-day Southeast Asia (see Figure 1).  These 
appeared as early as the Late Qing, yet the 1930s was an important period in which 
the interactive dynamics of historical actors from both realms emerged in particularly 
bold relief against the backdrop of the growing menace of Japanese militarism.  For 
better understanding, it is necessary to define the diasporic realm and describe the 
happenings in the realm, with a focus on Singapore, which was historically speaking 
the centre of the Nanyang and by implication of this the economic and informational 
hub of the region.               
 Derived from its original use in describing the dispersion of the Jews over 
centuries, the term “diaspora” has been applied for a considerable period of time in 
the scholarship to depict the historical experience of Chinese migration worldwide. 
David L. Kenley provided a working definition of diaspora as “a group or groups of 
peoples separated from a common homeland and living in at least two different 
locales,” adding that the motivation behind such separation could either be forced or 
voluntary.
42
 Noting the volatile nature of the migrants‟ relationship with their 
homeland, Kenley pointed out diasporic communities “can at times exhibit 
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nationalistic fervor, while other times they seem to separate themselves from the 
politics of homeland.”43 Philip A. Kuhn used the term in emphasizing the importance 
for China historians to study Chinese migration during a lecture he delivered at the 
University of California, Davis in 2004. He saw a “migrant community” as “a 
bilateral organism, with one side in the receiving society and the other embedded in 
the sending society,” elaborating that the two sides were connected by “a cultural 
space that transmits people, money and information in both directions.” 44  In his 
journal article, Adam McKeown conceptualized the variety of linkages joining the 
migrant communities and their homeland as “diasporic networks.”45  
 In spite of the seeming durability of the term in the scholarship on overseas 
Chinese, a number of scholars have expressed strong reservations over its usage. 
Chief among them has been Wang Gungwu. The main reason behind his doubts is 
what he perceives as term‟s underlying emphasis on cohesion of identity at the 
expense of the diversities of the experiences of the migrants and their descendents 
over a long span of time.
46
 Other scholars, such as Ien Ang and Leander Seah, 
complained about the “China-centric” connotation behind the term and called for 
efforts to generate more holistic approaches to study Chinese migration.
47
 Seah 
moved on to propose using “transregionality” as the appropriate analytical framework 
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To date, much difficulty still remains in displacing “diaspora” as a useful 
concept that is able to at least competently encompass the myriads of historical 
experiences of Chinese migration. Wang‟s usage of the term for the title of a 
collection of essays on Chinese migration that he co-edited with Wang Ling-chi 
bespeaks this ongoing dilemma in the scholarship.
49
 Although the concept of 
“transnationality” has recently gained widespread currency in the scholarship 50 , 
application of the term to the Chinese migrant communities in Pre-WWII Southeast 
Asia is highly problematic as new indigenous nation-states emerged only after 
decolonization in the Post-WWII period.
51
 In this sense, “diaspora” is more suitable to 
the larger historical context this thesis deals with.  Furthermore, the term befits to a 
large extent the experience of the SCJP newspapermen featured in this thesis in terms 
the multiplicity of ties they built with various institutions in Guomindang China 
during the Nanjing Decade.  
At the same time, this study posits that “diaspora” and “transregionality” are 
not mutually-exclusive as Seah‟s argument seems to suggest. On the contrary, these 
concepts are complementary to each other, for “diaspora” entails an underlying 
“transregional” connotation in terms of the historic traversals of the Chinese migrants‟ 
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movements and the various networking between their homeland and other regions 
around the globe where they settled. More importantly, “transregional” is useful for 
this study as the information networks built by the SCJP newspapermen linking China 
and Singapore occurred against the backdrop of external influences, such as Euro-
American and Japanese news agencies based in Shanghai, the Japanese connections of 
a key Shanghai-based journalist in the SCJP newspapermen‟s socialization circuit in 
China, as well as the British authorities in colonial Singapore. Furthermore, 
“transregional” aptly describes the extent of SCJP‟s international correspondent 
network in the mid 1930s, with its spokes spreading not just to China, but also to 
major cities in Japan, Europe and North America. This was a feat unmatched by any 
of its professional competitors in the Singapore Chinese journalistic circle.                    
The newspapermen employed by the SCJP during the 1930s belonged to a line 
of the so-called nanlai wenren (southbound literati migrants) who acted as 
transmitters of cultural-political ideas from China to the Chinese migrant communities 
through their employment by Nanyang/Singapore-based Chinese newspapers.
52
 These 
newspapermen‟s lives and careers have been covered extensively by Chen Mong 
Hock as well as a number of Chinese-language works on the Chinese press in 
Singapore, most notably Wu Qingtang‟s Xinjiapo Huawen baoye yu Zhongguo 
(Singapore Chinese Press and China).
53
 The line began with Ye Jiyun, a failed 
candidate in the imperial examinations. He assumed a career in journalism first as a 
staff writer for the Chung Ngoi San Po in Hong Kong and then (beginning in 1881 
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right up to his death in 1921) as the chief writer of the Lat Pau, the first Chinese-
language daily and perhaps also the first profit-oriented Chinese-language commercial 
press in Nanyang/Singapore.
54
 Following Ye‟s footsteps, but with much more overt 
political purposes was a group of literati who served as writers for the advocacy-style 
polemical press founded in Singapore by the rivaling Reformist and Revolutionary 
movements. In an intense tussle for the support of the migrant community, they 
engaged in a fierce polemical “battle of the pen” that characterized much of the 
Chinese press scene in Singapore during the 1900s.
55
 Into the 1910s and early 1920s, 
polemical battles occurred between the Guomindang-affiliated newspapers and 
newspapers whose support inclined towards the warlord government in Beijing.
56
    
The polemicists were overtaken in the 1920s by a new group of literati 
influenced by the New Culture Movement in China. Their emergence coincided with 
the resurgence of the profit-oriented commercial press in the Singapore Chinese 
journalistic circle manifested by the founding of NYSP in 1923 by Chen Jiageng and 
SCJP in 1929 by Hu Wenhu. These two newspapers were to dominate the Singapore 
Chinese journalistic circle from the late 1920s right up to 1942, the year of Japanese 
conquest of European colonies in Southeast Asia. They were designed partly as 
vehicles for the two prominent overseas Chinese entrepreneurs to advertise their 
respective merchandize. However, Chen and Hu also conceived their newspapers as 
important mass-targeting “cultural enterprises”57 and tried to capture as wide range of 
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readership as possible by enriching their newspapers over the years with current 
affairs commentaries, pictorial and literary supplements, special segments on 
education and various intellectual pursuits as well as popular mass-appealers such as 
movies and entertainment news.
58
 Personnel with adequate educational background in 
modern-style academies or prior experience in the press were recruited to assume the 
positions of writer, editor or manager in the newspaper office.
59
 In the case of Hu 
Wenhu, a number of the people he employed [including SCJP‟s manager Lin Aimin 
(1900-1964) and editors Hu Mai (1909-1988) and Lin Rizhen (birth and passing years 
uncertain)] belonged to the same Hakka linguistic group. In contrast to his colleagues, 
the newspaper‟s chief editor Fu Wumen (1892-1965) belonged to the Hokkien 
linguistic group through his birthplace in Nan‟an, Fujian. Given the vast experience 
that Fu had accumulated as a newspaper writer and reporter before joining SCJP, it 
could be argued that educational level, journalistic experience and literary capabilities, 
rather than similarity in linguistic group belonging, constituted the chief criteria for 
their recruitment.
60
 Like many of their journalistic counterparts in Shanghai during the 
1920s and 1930s, they were hardly products of institutionalized professional training 
and their professional experience comprised entirely their writings and on-job 
practices in the newspaper office. Kenley has given a comprehensive study of 
writings in the literary supplements of the newspapers advocating the embracing of 
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modernity and spiritual emancipation churned out by the literati during the 1920s in 
response to the May Fourth ethos.
61
  
Another major thread in the thinking of the literati was their deep interests and 
grave concerns over the impact of international affairs on China and China‟s place 
within the international order. As a dominant current of thought among Chinese 
intellectuals around the time of the May Fourth, this thread had been fomented within 
a much broader global context which Harvard-based scholar Erez Manela termed as 
the “Wilsonian Moment” at the time of the Versaille Peace Conference in 1918 that 
concluded WWI.
62
 According to Manela‟s study, the rhetoric of “self-determination” 
within Woodrow Wilson‟s Fourteen Points produced a global impact unintended by 
Wilson himself. Capturing the imaginations of colonized subjects in Egypt, India and 
Korea, as well as a great number of Chinese intellectuals who were profoundly 
rankled by the humiliations China had been suffering in the hands of Western and 
Japanese imperialist powers, the Wilsonian rhetoric was adopted and appropriated by 
the Egyptians, Indians, Koreans and Chinese for their respective fervent pursuit of 
national independence within a newly envisioned world order of equal, sovereign 
nation-states.
63
 As events turned out, Wilson‟s support of Japanese claims over former 
German concessions in the Shandong Peninsula dashed the Chinese‟ hopes for a new 
international order and provided a spark leading to the violent student protests in 
Beijing on 4 May 1919.
64
 These tumultuous developments constituted a stark 
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reminder of the persistent unequal power relationships in the world order and further 
aggravated the great anxieties over China‟s national independence and international 
position among the Chinese intellectuals, including those who moved to the Nanyang 
to assume a journalistic career. Taking the form of these journalists‟ anti-imperialism 
writings in the 1920s
65
, such anxieties became even more pronounced in the 1930s 
against the larger backgrounds of the shift of the Chinese intellectuals to the political 
left in reaction against the Chiang Kai-shek regime‟s appeasement approach towards 
the menace of Japanese imperialism, as well as an overall international environment 
afflicted by worldwide economic downturn and the growth of extreme nationalism 
and militarization in Germany, Italy and Japan that threatened world peace and 
stability. With the advent of Japanese military threats on China, the Chinese 
journalistic circle in Singapore assumed the role of facilitator of anti-Japanese 
motherland nationalism in the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community and 
transmitters of knowledge on international affairs. Apart from factual reports of 
developing events, current affairs commentary and analysis on developments in China, 
Japan, East Asia and Europe became a main feature of their journalistic production.                 
While embedded in the Singapore Chinese migrant community, the 
newspapermen‟s career trajectories involved shuttling movements between China and 
Nanyang/Singapore in a „transregional‟ manner, and the building or maintenance of 
interpersonal links with journalistic counterparts, cultural and educational institutions 
in China, as well as the Chinese state. From the perspective of the Guomindang party-
state, the newspapermen were the subjects that it desired to co-opt and control. The 
reverse travels and network-building activities of the Nanyang/Singapore-based 
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newspapermen and their complex relationship with the party-state in the early-mid 
1930s have been underexplored in the current scholarship covering the 
Nanyang/Singapore Chinese journalistic circle because of the scholarship‟s overt 
emphasis to date on the career achievements, writings and opinions of the 
newspapermen. Among the still relatively small amount of literature that did mention 
about reverse networking, much has been written on Hu Wenhu‟s historically 
renowned Star Newspapers Network covering Hong Kong, the Southeastern China 
port-cities of Shantou and Xiamen, as well as Penang and Singapore in British 
Malaya.
66
 In addition to these scholarly works, two popular biographies in the 
Chinese language written respectively by PRC-based author Ji Dan and Malaysia-
based veteran newspaperman Gu Yuliang have portrayed the development of Hu‟s 
newspaper network from the perspective of the rise and decline of a major family-run 
business enterprise in the Chinese world.
67
 The impressive scale of the Star 
Newspapers Network in terms of its geographical spread has been a significant 
subject of frequent discussion in the scholarship covering the historic overseas 
Chinese press as well as the two aforementioned popular biographies, yet strictly 
speaking it was an institutional infrastructure network. The persistent attention that all 
these extant literatures have devoted to such aspect of Hu‟s journalistic enterprise 
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bespeaks of the prolonged influence of the institutional framework of analysis at the 
expense of a more rigorous and comprehensive study of the interpersonal networking 
of Hu and his SCJP newspapermen within Guomindang China as well as SCJP‟s 
information infrastructure. This study aims to fill these lacunae.     
Concerning the sources from which this thesis gathers information on the 
SCJP newspapermen‟s reverse networking, snippets of these are scattered among 
relevant news reports found in SCJP and some of its important Shanghai press 
counterparts (such as the Shenbao, Xinwenbao and Shishi xinbao), professional 
journalistic journals published in Shanghai during the 1930s, as well as personal 
memoirs and travelogues. All these required painstaking efforts to locate and organize 
in order to reconstruct the networking from scratch. The result of the reconstruction is 
presented in Chapter 2 while the informational flows engendered by the networking 
are discussed in both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Before that, it is necessary to begin our 
detailed analysis by contextualizing the particularity of the career environment of the 












































































































































































































































































Figure 5: “Nanyang Huaqiao tycoon Hu Wenhu came to Shanghai 南洋华侨鉅商
胡文虎抵沪” in Shenbao Pictorial Supplement 申报图画特刊 on 12 November 
1934. A recent photo of Hu is placed at the centre, while the bottom right picture 
depicts Hu (first in the line) disembarking from the liner President Coolidge on 5 
November 1934. The description reads, “Tiger brand Eng Aun Tong Medical Hall 
owner Hu Wenhu, a native of Fujian born in Rangoon, Burma, created the „Eight 
Trigrams‟ Mouth Freshener, Headache Cure and Tiger Balm Oil, etc. The sale of 
these pharmaceutical products encompasses the Nanyang as well as various port 
cities in the entire country. Throughout his career, Hu has been devoting a great 
deal of energy to philanthropy, sparing no expense at all. He arrived in Shanghai 
on board of President Coolidge and received warm and rousing welcomes from 












Figure 6: “Various organizations held a grand welcoming reception for Hu 
Wenhu yesterday,” Shishi xinbao 时事新报 , 9 November 1934. The person 
standing on stage and marked out with a small cross in the picture on the top-left 
is Hu Wenhu.  Similar reports appeared in the Shenbao 申报 (with a duplicated 
version of the same picture) and the Xinwenbao 新闻报 on the same day. Among 
the “various organizations” mentioned in the report was the Shanghai Daily 
Newspapers Association 上海日报公会  (SDNA), which was made up of the 










1891 1901 1911 1921 1931 1947 
Cantonese 21 19 23 25 22 22 
Hokkien 37 36 44 44 43 41 
Straits-
Born 
11 9 - - - - 
Hainanese 7 6 5 5 5 6 
Hakka 6 9 1 5 5 5 
Teochiu 18 17 18 17 20 23 
Others* - - 4 4 5 3 
Total 
Chinese 
106643 164041 207413 308735 418640 695026 
% Chinese 69 72 68 72 74 74 
 * Including people of these dialect origins: Xinghua, Fuzhou, Fuqing and Guangxi 
Source: Mak Lau Fong, The Dynamics of Chinese Dialect Groups in Early Malaya 
(Singapore: Singapore Society of Asian Studies, 1995), pp. 120, 212. The original 
sources used by Mak to compile these figures come from Reports on the Census of 
Population in the Straits Settlements, 1891, 1901, 1911, Reports on the Census of 










DYNAMICS OF DIASPORIC RELATIONS   
                  IN THE CONTEXT OF LOCAL SINGAPORE RIVALRY 
 
The intense rivalry between NYSP and SCJP underlined the particular structural 
tension in the Singapore Chinese migrant community along linguistic lines. Yet the 
rivalry was not confined to the local sphere alone. As the relatively earlier comer to 
the scene, Chen Jiageng/NYSP had benefited from their social-economic linkages with 
China in consolidating NYSP as a significant overseas Chinese press. Not to be 
outdone, newcomer Hu Wenhu/SCJP established connections that eventually 
surpassed those of their rival in both scope and sophistication. The China-Nanyang 
journalistic diaspora between the late 1920s and the mid 1930s thus has to be 
understood first and foremost by how the two major newspapers dominating the 
Chinese journalistic field in Singapore utilized their respective connections with 
China as a way to strengthen their positions in the local newspaper competition.                     
 
Pattern of Diasporic Relations during the Nanjing Decade 
           The rivalry between Chen/NYSP and Hu/SCJP was a product of the 
fragmentations within the Chinese migrant community in colonial Singapore. The 
community was divided along the particularistic lines of bang, or social-political 
groupings based principally on dialect.
1
 Despite the presence of the umbrella 
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organization, the Singapore Chinese Chamber of Commerce, as the coordinating body 
of community-wide social-economic interests, the structural schism remained a 
hallmark of the community and its leadership for the entire pre-WWII era.
2
 Chen was 
a leader of the Hokkien bang, which formed the demographic majority in the 
community and exerted an influence far greater than the other bangs (Table 1). As an 
opinion organ created by Chen, NYSP came to represent the Hokkien bang‟s interests. 
In the meantime, because of his belonging to the minority Hakka bang, Hu and 
consequently his SCJP were perceived by the Hokkien bang as audacious upstarts.
3
 
           Hu and Chen rose to the leadership of their respective bangs primarily through 
the huge success of their respective business ventures. They were also proactive in 
playing the multi-purpose role of philanthropy, a social responsibility expected from a 
successful migrant community leader.
4
 Their contributions fell on two main areas: 
relief efforts for natural and men-made disasters, and the promotion of education. In 
the latter area, Chen became especially renowned for his founding of the Chinese 
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High School in Singapore in 1919 and the Xiamen University in 1921.
5
 These mega 
educational projects contributed to Chen‟s high reputation in the Nanyang/Singapore 
Chinese community long before Hu Wenhu entered the scene in the late 1920s. The 
main factor that led to the bitter rivalry between the two was Hu‟s apparent desire and 
attempt to overtake Chen‟s position and achievement. In the course of its 
development, the rivalry came to involve a complex interplay of personal animosities, 
bang politics and the China factor.   
           Apart from manifesting the local political tension within the 
Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community, the rivalry entailed a larger 
dimension in which China politics played a vital part. After the uncertainty of the 
warlord era, the Guomindang Government of a nominally unified China became a 
new focus of political loyalty for leading figures in the migrant community seeking to 
establish their cultural-political identities beyond the confines of their own affinity 
groups and particularistic ties.
6
 For them, a strong, united China served as a buttress 
for the position of the overseas Chinese in the societies of their settlement.
7
 However, 
the rivalry also showed an instrumental aspect in the sense that China politics served 
as a source of cultural-political capital important for boosting the respective standing 
of Chen and Hu in the migrant community as well as that of their newspapers. The 
amalgamation of nationalistic endeavors and self-directed interests provided the 
motivations for their alignment with Guomindang China and the China-originated 
literati who were employed in their newspapers.    
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              As the most prominent figures in the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant 
community and the owners of the most circulated and influential press in the 
community, Chen and Hu naturally became figures whose support the Guomindang 
party-state was eager to procure. With its historical connections with the migrant 
community dating back to Sun Yat-sen‟s Revolutionary Movement, the Guomindang 
took a proactive approach in mobilizing the overseas Chinese and their financial 
resources for its endeavor of national reconstruction. Two years after its establishment 
in Nanjing in 1927, the party-state set up the Overseas Chinese Affairs Department 
under the Guomindang Central Committee in June 1929.
8
 At the same time, the 
party‟s Central Propaganda Committee (GMD-CPC) also assumed some 
responsibilities in controlling the public opinion generators among the overseas 
Chinese.
9
 However, the party-state‟s attempt to penetrate the migrant community 
encountered serious obstacles. Stringent inhibitions by the British colonial authorities 
greatly curtailed the operation and activities of the Malayan branch of the 
Guomindang during the 1930s.
10
 Moreover, Guomindang-affiliated/sponsored 
newspapers such as the Min Kuo Jit Pao (MKJP) and SKMJP faced severe financial 
constraints because of the world economic downturn as well as strong competitions 
from NYSP and SCJP. While SKMJP managed to survive until 1941, MKJP closed 
down in 1935.
11
 In the event, the party-state came to recognize the greater importance 
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of non-affiliated Nanyang/Singapore Chinese community leaders and private-owned 
opinion organs for its mobilization efforts.
12
  
Under such circumstance, Chen/NYSP and Hu/SCJP became the targets for the 
party-state‟s co-optation in the process of negotiations over public opinion in the 
Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community towards the party-state‟s policies. 
For example, the Central Propaganda Department (GMD-CPD, the executive body 
under the GMD-CPC) delivered a special telegram on 2 June 1933 to Hu and Chen 
via the Singapore Chinese Chamber of Commerce in an attempt to moderate opinions 
expressed by “various newspapers” (NYSP and SCJP most certainly among them by 
implication even though the telegram did not mention both by name) of the Chinese 
migrant community in Singapore over the Chiang regime‟s signing of the 1933 
Tangku Truce with the Japanese.
13
 Apparently mindful of the specter of public furor 
over the truce, the GMD-CPD took pains to explain that reasons behind the truce were 
to “avoid greater loss of lives in the Beiping-Tianjin area” and “allow our troops to 
recover their strength for the continuation of resistance,” emphasizing that the 
Guomindang Government had agreed to negotiate with the Japanese “only on the pre-
conditions that national sovereignty and dignity are not affected,” and that the truce 
was only “restricted to military issues and did not include political issues.”14  The 
GMD-CPD then criticized regional military leaders in southwest China for “not 
dispatching even one single soldier to the north despite calling out loudly for 
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resistance” as well as for their “failures to assist the central government in 
exterminating the Communists.”15   It moved on to point to these regional military 
leaders as the mastermind behind a series of anti-government telegrams to “various 
cities overseas that caused the situation to worsen both within the country and 
abroad”16 and in turn urged Hu and Chen to take concrete steps to manage public 
opinion among the Chinese in Singapore: 
Concerning the matter, the Dagongbao in Tianjin, the Chenbao and Shishi 
xinbao in Shanghai and various other newspapers have expressed great outrage 
in their editorials. Hopefully, you would be able to instruct various newspapers 
in Singapore to exercise extra cautions and scrutiny over the management of the 
matter and the original sources of the news, as well as to persuade the overseas 
Chinese compatriots in Singapore not to believe in ungrounded rumors.
17
  
     
Despite the interventionist ways of the Guomindang party-state, Hu/SCJP and 
Chen/NYSP seemed to invariably recognize the party-state under Chiang‟s leadership 
as the sole legitimate government of China. Their basic stance remained more or less 
consistent throughout the years between 1927 and 1937 regardless of whatever 
apprehensions, reservations and even criticisms the newspapermen might have 
harbored over Chiang‟s totalitarian style of leadership and his appeasement policies 
towards Japanese incursions. Moreover, the anti-Japanese patriotic movements of the 
migrant community during these years were pivoted on this political recognition, as 
reflected in the eventual remittance of funds collected in the 1928 Shandong Relief 
Drive directly to the Guomindang Government in Nanjing in 1929 and another 
donation drive organized by Chen in 1936 for purchasing warplanes as birthday gifts 













 Conversely, the newspapermen perceived the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP) negatively as forces that undermined the order and stability of Guomindang 
China. During a fact-finding trip to China as a representative of Hu between March 
and May 1934, SCJP‟s manager Lin Aimin called on the Guomindang troops in 
Nanchang, Jiangxi as a show of support for Chiang‟s extermination campaigns against 
the CCP forces.
19
 On his part, Chen saw the Communists as “a motley crew mixed 
with bandits looting and burning properties wherever they went” and as late as the 
aftermath of the Xi‟an incident in 1936 he was still antagonistic towards the idea of 




              At the same time, Chen and Hu had to contend with the presence of their 
British overlord in the colonial society.
21
 The British authorities in Singapore were 
always deeply suspicious and mindful of Chinese nationalism in local migrant 
community politics out of the fear and weariness that external influences could 
jeopardize stability and order in the colony. They would move in to inhibit and even 
censure the patriotic movements when they perceived that these activities would 
adversely and directly affect their ruling interests and administrative prerogatives. In 
fact the British factor would play a visible role during the course of the rivalry.   
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Pioneering Chen Jiageng/NYSP’s Early Connections 
                 In terms of linkages with China politics, Chen undoubtedly enjoyed an 
early comer‟s advantage over Hu. Chen had participated in Sun Yat-sen‟s 
Revolutionary Movement by joining the Tongmenghui (Revolutionary Alliance) as a 
member of its Nanyang branch.
22
 Even though he did not join the Guomindang, he 
assumed a leading role in mobilizing the support of the overseas Chinese for anti-
Japanese national salvation movements.
23
 One of his most significant patriotic moves 
was his organization of the Shandong Relief Drive between May 1928 and January 
1929. The drive signified an early highpoint of anti-Japanese nationalism in the 
Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community, one that was sparked off by the 
violent clash between Chiang Kai-shek‟s Northern Expeditionary forces and Japnese 
troops at Jinan in early May 1928 and the resultant civilian and military casualties.
24
  
Apart from the contribution of funds in aid of victims in the conflict, Chen and 
members of the Shandong Disaster Relief Fund-Raising Society (SDRFRS) sponsored 
a patriotic journalistic venture in Shanghai known as the Guoji Dianxunshe 
(International News Agency or INA).
25
 It was founded by Li Denghui, President of the 
Fudan University, and Feng Shaoshan, Chairman of the Shanghai Chamber of 
Commerce, with the aims of strengthening China‟s informational sovereignty and 
international publicity effort at a time of widespread outrage within China and across 
the overseas Chinese communities over the atrocities in Jinan.  The main part of the 
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sponsorship package was financial support for the heavy telegraphy cost incurred by 
the news agency. Other than that, NYSP subscribed to wired news from the agency to 
cater to rising demands for news on developments in China and at the same time acted 
as the agency‟s distributor to various Chinese-language newspapers in the Nanyang. 
Chen‟s sponsorship of INA was mobilized through an intricate diasporic 
network. The key persons in the connections were Chen himself, Li Denghui and He 
Baoren. The common denominator in the relationship between the three figures turned 
out to be the Fudan University, for which Li served as its President between 1913 and 
1936.
26
 Chen‟s philanthropic contributions to the Fudan University provided a starting 
point for exploring the connections. Extant yearbooks of the university for the years 
1920, 1921, 1924 and 1925 show that Chen served in its board of trustees for a 
number of years.
27
 Furthermore, in the year book of 1921, Chen was listed as one of 
the donors for the university‟s campus expansion project that involved the erection of 
new buildings to accommodate thousands of students and faculty members.
28
 For the 
project, Chen contributed ten-thousand yuan and in return received warm 
acknowledgment in the university‟s yearbook for 1921.29 
The second key person in this connection, He Baoren, was head of publicity in 
the SDRFRS as well as a donor of INA in 1928.
30
 He was a typical example of the 
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diasporic figure, shuttling between China and Nanyang/Singapore for a large part of 
his career. Born in Xiamen, Fujian in 1895, he came to Singapore in 1905 and was 
enrolled in the Tao Nan School. He returned to China to further his studies in the 
Jinan Academy and the Fudan University in Shanghai. As an undergraduate student in 
Fudan, he represented the university in the student patriotic movement in Shanghai 
during the May Fourth Movement. In 1920, he completed his undergraduate studies at 
Fudan and headed for the United States, where he took up commerce courses at the 
University of Washington, followed by Master and PhD studies on Government and 
Politics at the University of Illinois. He returned to Fudan University in 1924 as a 
professor of Political Science.  After teaching in Fudan for about a year, he made his 
way back to Singapore, serving as the Principal of the Chinese High School (founded 
by Chen) for about three years before moving to a career in banking and commerce.
31
                               
   In his effort of raising capital for the operation of the news agency, Li Denghui 
utilized his connections with Chen and He by appealing for donations from the 
overseas Chinese through the SDRFRS. The telegram was quoted ad verbatim in a 
notice published by the Ee Ho Hean Club (a socializing organization for the Chinese 
business circle in Singapore founded by Chen) in various Chinese-language 
newspapers in Singapore announcing donations made by members of SDRFRS and 
calling for further donations:  
The tragic incident in Jinan sparked off nationwide outrage. Apart from 
severing our economic ties with Japan, we are in particular need of international 
publicity in order to support our diplomatic efforts, fight for our rights and clear 
our humiliations. The overseas Chinese are known for their patriotic fervor and 
we sincerely appeal for donations to support the International News Agency‟s 
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telegraphy cost through the Shanghai Chamber of Commerce, so that we will be 
able to allow the whole world to know the truths within our country. Your 
kindness and generosity would be endlessly appreciated and the International 
News Agency looks forward to your response.
32
  
     Li Denghui, Feng Shaoshan, et al. 
 
    In response to the call from Li and Feng, Chen and members of the SDRFRS 
spearheaded a donation drive that managed to gather an amount of seventeen-
thousand five-hundred Straits dollars. Chen and He were among the thirty-three listed 
donors in the first round of donation, with Chen making a personal donation of two-
hundred Straits dollars and He contributing one-hundred Straits dollars.
33
 Chen was 
also listed among the four donors in the second round of donation, contributing 
another three-hundred Straits dollars.
34
 INA acknowledged Chen‟s efforts by 
publishing in the maiden issue of its journal Guoji zhoubao (International Weekly) a 
portrait of Chen, lauding him as “the most active sponsor” of the news agency. A 
short biography of Chen was also produced on the following page outlining his 
business enterprise, educational enterprise, efforts in launching the Shandong Relief 
Drive and promotion of national goods. Such recognitions from the INA served to 
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Local Singapore Rivalry between Chen Jiageng/NYSP and Newcomer Hu 
Wenhu/SCJP 
               The Shandong Relief Drive saw Chen‟s prestige as the leader of the 
Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community reaching a highpoint. It was at this 
point in time that Hu stepped up his attempts to establish a foothold in the politics of 
the migrant community. Hu had based most of his earlier career in British Burma and 
it was not until 1926 that he shifted and anchored the main operational base of his 
family pharmaceutical business Eng Aun Tong Medical Hall in Singapore.
36
 By then, 
Chen had already consolidated his position and influence. Hu saw Chen both as a role 
model as well as a major rival. The rift between Chen and Hu came to the surface in 
the Shandong Relief Drive. Hu offered a subscription of five-thousand Straits dollars 
but was not selected into the board of SDRFRS.
37
 This caused Hu great upset and in 
retaliation he launched a rival fund-raising campaign under his aegis.
38
  
 The rivalry entered a highpoint in a series of events between 1929 and 1932 
that culminated in the inhibition of Chen‟s patriotic activities by the British. Chen was 
forced to suspend the Shandong Relief Drive in January 1929 under British pressure. 
Coincidentally, NYSP‟s subscription of INA‟s wire news stopped in early February 
without any notice.
39
 Soon after, Chen became involved in a bitter lawsuit with parties 
connected to Hu‟s camp over the handling of a defunct fund of sixty-thousand Straits 
dollars. Collected by the Chinese Rubber Dealers Association (CRDA) from its 
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members in the form of rubber surtax, the fund was left in limbo because of the 
suspension of SDRFRS‟s activities. In the process of the lawsuit, SDRFRS was forced 
to open its internal documents to the scrutiny of the British colonial authorities who 
were already apprehensive of the high-pitched anti-Japanese nationalism in the 
Chinese migrant community aroused by the Shandong Relief Drive.  The collection of 
the rubber surtax by the CRDA provided further cause for the colonial authorities to 
punish Chen as they saw the surtax as a blatant violation of their exclusive tax 
collection rights.  At one point, the colonial authorities even considered deporting 
Chen to China. Eventually Chen was given a severe warning instead.
40
  
The rubber surtax incident dealt a great blow to Chen and he remained 
relatively low-key between 1932 and 1935.  Around the same time, the world 
economic downturn after the Wall Street crash in 1929 dealt Chen another blow. The 
drastic fall in the world rubber prices brought down Chen‟s rubber production and 
manufacturing enterprise and compelled him to sell the ownership of NYSP to Li 
Guangqian (Chen‟s son-in-law) and his younger sibling Li Yurong in 1932. 41 
Nevertheless, Chen still managed to maintain his influence over the newspaper 
through the appointment of his close associate in the Ee Ho Hean Club and SDRFRS, 
Hou Xifan, as its manager.
42
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The personal animosities between Hu and Chen did not take long to spill over 
to their respective newspapers. The first major incident involving SCJP and NYSP 
was the so-called Pan Rouzhong incident in 1931.
43
 An editor in SCJP, Pan 
contributed to SCJP’s Second Anniversary Commemorative Book an article that made 
some highly critical remarks on politics and education in the Fujian province.
44
 The 
article provoked an outcry from the Hokkien bang and led in turn to a series of SCJP-
thrashing opinions by Hou Xifan and other Hokkien bang leaders and school teachers 
in NYSP, putting SCJP on the defensive. There were also calls for SCJP‟s chief editor 
Fu Wumen to resign.
45
 After much mediation efforts within the community, Hu had 
no choice but to succumb to the pressure from the Hokkien bang by firing Pan from 
SCJP and publishing apology notices in SCJP for one month and other Chinese-
language newspapers for two weeks.
46
  
In 1936, the newspapers became the platform of a brief infighting within the 
migrant community-wide donation drive led by Chen for buying warplanes as gifts for 
Chiang Kai-shek in celebration of Chiang‟s fiftieth birthday. The event marked 
Chen‟s re-emergence as an active participant in Chinese nationalism and China 
politics. In the course of the donation drive, Hu called on Chiang personally in 
Guangdong to consult Chiang‟s opinion on the preferred models of warplanes. The 
meeting was reported as the top headline by SCJP in its key news section on 25 
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 The underlying intention of this publicity had possibly to do with 
Hu/SCJP‟s attempt to vie with Chen/NYSP for limelight in the donation drive. Three 
days later, an editor of SCJP with the pseudonym of “Xibo” raised questions in the 
newspaper‟s editorial over the ways the donation drive had been organized. In 
particular, the editor criticized the location of the fund-raising drive‟s operational base 
inside Chen‟s Ee Ho Hean Club, hinting that this was a selfish move by Chen simply 
for the convenience and comfort of himself and his own circle.
48
 In a fund-raising 
gathering at the Great World Amusement Park on 4 September, Chen rebutted the 
criticism. Referring to SCJP indirectly as “a powerful opinion organ in Singapore,” 
Chen openly denounced the editorial as an act of sabotage.
49
 He also defended the use 
of the club, pointing out that the club had functioned well as a centre of Sun Yat-sen‟s 
revolutionary work in Singapore and several other fund-raising activities for disasters 
relief.
50
 Chen‟s speech was published in the NYSP on the next day. SCJP did not 
respond further. Given the fact that Hu Wenhu and his family members took part in 
the donation drive (Hu himself and his nephew Hu Changyao were nominally 
members of the fund-raising committee and Hu‟s wife headed the tenth division of the 
women‟s fund-raising corps), the newspaper probably wished to avoid being seen as 
an instigator of disunity.
51
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 Notice from Singapore Overseas Chinese Fund-Raising Committee for Purchasing Warplanes as 





 Chen managed to resume his leading role in the patriotic movements within 
the migrant community in 1936 through the warplanes donation drive. However, the 
downfall of his business enterprise as a result of the world economic depression and 
his inactivity in China affairs between 1932 and 1935 due to British inhibitions 
provided Hu/SCJP with a timely opportunity to mobilize sufficient cultural-political 
resources through their China connections to gain an upper hand in the newspaper 
rivalry.           
 
Competitive Accumulation of Cultural-Political Capital by Hu Wenhu/SCJP    
The inception of SCJP on 15 January 1929 gave immediate indication that Hu 
attempted and succeeded in seeking conspicuous political patronage from 
Guomindang China to bolster his journalistic enterprise. Hu made the bold move of 
requesting the personal calligraphy of Chiang Kai-shek for the newspaper‟s title.52 Hu 
also garnered positive impressions from Chiang and other figures in the Guomindang 
Government through his contributions to projects of national significance, such as the 
Central Women and Children‟s Hospital in the Guomindang capital of Nanjing, as 
well as tireless promotion of overseas Chinese investment for national construction.
53
 
For his efforts Hu was awarded with the honor of an audience with Chiang on 22 
October 1930 during his visit to China.
54
  
  In 1932, Hu Wenhu sought to establish closer relationships with the Chinese 
journalistic circle in Shanghai through his business representative Hu Guigeng, a 
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highly trusted compatriot with the same native place origin of Yongding in Fujian. Hu 
Guigeng had served in 1923 as the manager of the Chen Poh (Morning Post) in 
Rangoon, which was Hu Wenhu‟s earliest venture in the press. During 1932, Hu 
Guigeng was appointed as the manager of the Shanghai branch of the Eng Aun Tong 
Medical Hall. Apart from taking care of the operation of Hu Wenhu‟s pharmaceutical 
enterprise in Shanghai, Hu Guigeng was given the task of building Hu Wenhu‟s 
network with various circles in the treaty-port, with the Chinese press apparently as 
the main target.
55
 On 18 July, Hu Guigeng hosted an elaborate banquet for leading 
figures of the Chinese press in Shanghai. The event was reported on the next day in 
the local pages of the major Chinese dailies in Shanghai, including the Shenbao, 
Xinwenbao and Shishi xinbao. Hu Guigeng introduced himself as a figure possessing 
some working experience in the newspaper office in an effort to cultivate a sense of 
affinity with his guests. He then lost no time in highlighting Shanghai as “the 
economic and cultural centre of China” and the newspapers in Shanghai as the 
constituents of “the centre of public opinion for the whole country,” praising his 
guests for “their erudite and vast experiences that made up the vibrant dynamics 
behind the creation of the centre.” Following these encomiums meant to please the 
Shanghai Chinese press representatives, Hu Guigeng profiled Hu Wenhu to the guests, 
emphasizing Hu Wenhu‟s “love for the motherland” and making honorable mentions 
of his various philanthropic activities. Coming to Hu Wenhu‟s journalistic enterprise, 
Hu Guigeng stressed that SCJP was founded to serve as “avenues for improving 
communications between China and the Nanyang and encourage the Huaqiao to 
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invest in China.” 56  The reports did not specify who exactly from the Shanghai 
Chinese press were present in the dinner, but the dinner itself constituted an important 
gesture on the part of Hu Wenhu and Hu Guigeng that proved instrumental in 
consolidating Hu Wenhu‟s eminence in the eyes of the Shanghai Chinese press as a 
patriotic overseas Chinese entrepreneur and newspaperman and SCJP as a rising 
overseas Chinese journalistic venture. Moreover, this event also paved way for SCJP 
manager Lin Aimin‟s social rounds with the Shanghai Chinese journalistic circle in 
late March 1934 and the warm welcome that Hu Wenhu received from key figures in 
the circle during his Shanghai trip in early November 1934.         
 A number of important figures from the Shanghai Chinese journalistic circle 
appeared in a party welcoming Hu Wenhu‟s arrival in Shanghai on 5 November (as 
part of Hu‟s China trip in late 1934; see Figure 5), a reception held by various 
organizations in Shanghai on 8 November, as well as a gathering of newspapermen 
representing the Shanghai Ribao Gonghui (Shanghai Daily Newspapers Association 
or SDNA, a key newspaper trade association made up of owners and managers of the 
major Chinese-language dailies in Shanghai) in a welcoming lunch reception for Hu 
on 8 November 1934.
57
 The events were covered simultaneously in prominent fashion 
in the Shenbao, Xinwenbao, Shishi xinbao (Figure 6) and Shibao.
58
 The people 
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present in the SDNA reception included Zhang Zhuping, proprietor of Shishi xinbao 
and the general manager of the Shenshi News Agency, Wang Boqi, the general 
manager of  Xinwenbao, Ma Yinliang, manager of Shenbao, Huang Bohui, the 




           Of the Shanghai Chinese press luminaries, Pan Gongzhan (1895-1975) played 
a direct and proactive role in publicizing and promoting Hu/SCJP. His career is a 
typical example of the interpenetration between the politics and the press in 
Guomindang China. Hailed from Wuxing, Zhejiang, he was a graduate from St John 
University in Shanghai. During the May Fourth Movement, he was a member of the 
National Student Union, in which he served as the editor of its bulletins. In addition, 
he was a special contributor to the supplements of Shishi xinbao and the Minguo ribao. 
In 1921, he joined the Shangbao in Shanghai and became its wire news editor and 
subsequently its chief editor. In 1926, he moved to Shenbao and assumed the position 
of the newspaper‟s major events editor. Pan‟s political career owed much to Chen 
Guofu (head of the C.C. clique within the Guomindang) who brought Pan to the 
attention of Chiang Kai-shek. From 1927 onwards, Pan served in the Guomindang 
party-governmental circle in Shanghai successively as a permanent committee 
member of the Guomindang‟s Shanghai branch and the directors of the Agriculture 
and Industry Bureau, Social Affairs Bureau and Education Bureau in the Shanghai 
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Municipal Government under Guomindang party veteran and city mayor Wu 
Tiecheng. Meanwhile, Pan attempted to maintain a foothold in the Shanghai Chinese 
journalistic circle by founding the Chenbao in April 1932 and becoming its managing 
director.  In November 1935, Pan was elected as a member of the Guomindang 
Central Committee, which further consolidated his position in the party-state. During 
the Sino-Japanese War between 1937 and 1945, Pan served as the vice-chairman of 
the GMD-CPC and chief news censor.
60
  
              Pan‟s Chenbao produced a special feature on Hu Wenhu in the newspaper‟s 
maiden installment of a feature series entitled “Modern Entrepreneurs in China.”61 
Luminaries from various circles in Shanghai, including Mayor of Shanghai Wu 
Tiecheng, President of the Jinan University Shen Pengfei, President of the Shanghai 
Bank Association Lin Kanghou, Pan in his capacity as Director of the Shanghai 
Municipal Government Education Bureau and Chen Binhe, formerly chief editor of 
Shenbao and at that time the head of the publication department in the Sun Yat-sen 
Institute for Advancement of Culture and Education, contributed laudatory write-ups 
on Hu. Pan expressed his admiration for Hu‟s ambitious plan to set up a press network 
covering major cities in China.
62
 In his contribution to the Chenbao feature, Chen 
Binhe focused on SCJP as a prominent cultural enterprise, highlighting in particular 
SCJP‟s participation in the Sun Yat-sen Institute‟s Master-Key to the News project.63  
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 Pan Gongzhan‟s biodata comes from Jia Shumei, et al., eds., Shanghai xinwen zhi (Shanghai: 
Shanghai shehui kexue yuan chubanshe, 2000), p. 714. For an anecdotal account of Pan‟s stint as the 
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Through these connections, Hu/SCJP gained considerable cultural-political 
capital, which SCJP lost no opportunity to display in the most ostentatious manner 
possible on its pages. The selection of SCJP into the news indexing project of the Sun 
Yat-sen Institute was publicized on more than one occasion in SCJP‟s manifesto 
announcing its layout expansion and content enrichment on 13 June 1934 as well as a 
feature report on the Sun Yat-sen Institute on 14 July 1934.
64
 Hu‟s activities in 
Shanghai and the Guomindang Government‟s capital of Nanjing in November 1934, 
which were quite extensively covered by the major Shanghai Chinese press, were 
reproduced in SCJP with striking headlines and subtitles to achieve significant 
publicity effect. For example, the first page of the key news section of the newspaper 
on 20 November collated reports on all the welcoming parties held in Hu‟s honor, 
filling up almost the entire page and carrying the main headline “Hu arrived in 
Shanghai to a sea of welcome.”65 One sub-headline highlighted welcoming receptions 
organized by Sun Ke (Sun Yat-sen‟s son, then President of the Legislative Yuan and 
the main founder of the Sun Yat-sen Institute), Wu Tiecheng, as well as Wang Boqun, 
President of the Daxia University, which was one of the tertiary institutions in China 
that received Hu‟s financial sponsorship. Another sub-headline picked out and 
stressed a remark made by the President of the SDNA Yuan Yeyu during the 
organization‟s welcoming reception on 8 November 1934 about SCJP as “the centre 
of opinion in the Nanyang.”66  SCJP also reproduced Chenbao‟s feature on Hu in its 
Sunday Edition on 18 November 1934, adding a short introduction on the various 
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 See “SCJP‟s manifesto on content enrichment and layout expansion,” SCJP, 13 June 1934 and 
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luminaries who contributed to the feature.
67
 High recognitions by important figures 
across various circles in Guomindang China, including the Chinese journalistic circle 
in Shanghai, constituted significant cultural-political capital that bolstered the 
newspaper‟s position in the Singapore Chinese journalistic field during the 1930s 
relative to those of its competitors. SCJP‟s increasing strength was reasonably well 
reflected in its expanding circulation rate compared to those of NYSP and other 
Singapore Chinese newspapers based on data collated from the newspaper offices by 
the British colonial authorities in Singapore between 1929 and 1937 (Table 2). 
The statistical figures serve as a plausible quantitative indication of the 
success that Hu/SCJP attained in upstaging Chen/NYSP and other players in the 
Singapore Chinese journalistic field by the mid 1930s. Hu/SCJP‟s network-building 
activities appeared to have contributed directly to SCJP‟s higher circulation rate and 
helped in giving SCJP a very high standing in the field. Qualitatively speaking, 
Hu/SCJP’s China connections were broader in scope and reach than those of 
Chen/NYSP, covering not just the educational institutions, but also the upper echelons 
of Guomindang party-state and major players in the Shanghai Chinese press. Most 
possibly due to the detrimental impact of the world economic depression on Chen‟s 
business enterprise, Chen/NYSP did not manage to establish professional linkages 
with key newspapers, news agencies and journalistic associations in Shanghai in the 
manner of their main rival. These linkages made up the core of diasporic journalistic 
relations between China and Nanyang/Singapore. 
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Min Kuo Jit 
Pao 
(Daily av.) 
1929 4650 - 5424 4200 3500 - 
1930 5700 7000 
 
5424 435 3500 - 
1931 7000 8000  
 
5024 11500 3500 8000 
1932 7000 - 5026 8400-14700 Stopped 
publication 
3500 
1933 8000 12000 5026 8400-14700  2200 
1934 8000 14000 5026 7800-12500  2200 
1935       9500 15000 5026 8500-14500  Stopped 
publication  
1936 8800 15000 4200 9000   
1937 26000 60000 6000 9000   
 
Source: Straits Settlements Statistical Office, Straits Settlements Blue Book 
(Singapore: Government Printing Office), 1929, Section 18, p. 3; 1930, Section 18, p. 
3; 1931 Section 18, p. 3; 1932, Section 18, p. 605; 1933, Section 18, pp. 603-604; 
1934, Section 18, p. 626; 1935, Section 18, P. 664; 1936, Section 18, pp. 676-677; 










Figure 7: (From left to 
right) Lin Aimin, Cai 
Yuanpei 蔡元培  and 
Chen Binhe 陈 彬 龢
during Lin‟s visit to 
Shanghai in March 
1934. The picture 
appeared in SCJP‟s 
“Starlight Pictorial 
Supplement” on 31 
May 1934. 
   
Figure 8: Lin Aimin 
(standing on the left) and 
Ma Xiangbo 马 相 伯 
(sitting on the right) 
during Lin‟s visit to 
Shanghai in March 1934. 
The picture also appeared 
in SCJP‟s “Starlight 
Pictorial Supplement” on 
31 May 1934. 
 
Source: “Starlight Pictorial Supplement,” SCJP, 31 May 1934. 






Source: Photo taken during author‟s research trip to National Library of China, Beijing, in October 2007. 
 
 
Figure 9: The Cover of Ribao suoyin 日报索引 (Master-key to the News), Vol. 1, 
No. 5 (30 September 1934), edited and published by the Sun Yat-sen Institute for 
Advancement of Culture and Education 中山文化教育馆 (SYSIACE).  Note the 
appearance of Sin Chew Jit Poh‟s title in the background illustration that adorns 






PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING  
                           AND THE INFLUENCE OF CHINA POLITICS 
 
“8 November (1934): Huaqiao Hu Wenhu, who has attained considerable 
accomplishment in the journalistic enterprise, was given a lunch reception by the 
Shanghai Daily Newspapers Association.” 
                       --- “Chronology of major events in the journalistic circle” 
                                                    Baoxue jikan, Vol. 1, No. 2 (1 January 1935) 
 
“17 February (1935): Singapore Sin Chew Jit Poh journalist Hu Mai arrived in 
Shanghai today by passenger liner for fact-finding on journalistic enterprises.” 
                                             --- “Chronology of major events in the journalistic circle” 
                                         Baoxue jikan, Vol. 1, No. 3 (1 April 1935)  
 
“23 April (1935): Singapore Sin Chew Jit Poh journalist Hu Mai returned to 
Singapore from Shanghai.” 
                       --- “Chronology of major events in the journalistic circle” 
                                                    Baoxue jikan, Vol. 1, No. 4 (1 July 1935)  
 
The chronological listings tracing the footsteps of the SCJP newspapermen between 
late 1934 and early 1935 came from Baoxue jikan (Journalism Quarterly), a 
professional journal published by the Shenshi Dianxunshe (Shenshi News Agency), a 
major private-run news agency in the press hub of Republican China.  By 1934, the 





among its numerous subscribers.
1
 The agency was founded in 1925 as a joint-venture 
between the Shenbao and the Shishi xinbao masterminded by Zhang Zhuping (1886-
1961).  
A native of Taicang in Jiangsu, Zhang Zhuping graduated from the St John 
University in Shanghai. He joined Shenbao in 1922 and his abilities were soon 
recognized by the paper‟s proprietor Shi Liangcai, who appointed Zhang as manager 
in charge of the newspaper‟s operation. While serving under the wing of Shi, Zhang 
sought to establish his own influence within the entire Shanghai journalistic circle. 
Four years after the founding of the Shenshi News Agency, Zhang purchased the 
shareholding rights of Shishi xinbao with a number of associates to form a 
stockholding company. This move made him the effective proprietor of the newspaper 
and gave him sufficient strength to leave Shi and Shenbao and come into his own in 
1930. After taking over the English-language China Press in 1930 and founding the 
Dawanbao in 1932, he reached the peak of his career as the joint-owner/general 
manager of three newspapers and one news agency, collectively known in the 
Shanghai journalistic circle as the Sishe (The Four Press). However, his ambitious 
goal of merging these journalistic enterprises into a publishing conglomerate was 
undermined by the volatile internal political currents in Guomindang China in the face 
of Japanese incursions.  Zhang and his Sishe openly opposed Chiang Kai-shek‟s 
extermination campaigns against the CCP and appeasement policies towards Japan. In 
addition, he developed close ties with Cai Tingkai, Chen Mingshu and Li Jichen, the 
key leaders of the Fujian Rebellion (late 1933-early 1934), which was launched in 
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protestations against Chiang‟s totalitarian regime and appeasement policies. 
Consequently, Zhang became a thorn in the eye of the Guomindang party-state. 
According to recollections by his son, after the assassination of his former employer 
Shi Liangcai in the hands of the Blue Shirts squad in November 1934, Zhang received 
death threat from Chiang‟s secret service in the form of a mail attached with a bullet. 
The circulation of his newspapers beyond the international settlement area in 
Shanghai was also choked by postal bans imposed by the Guomindang censorship 
authorities. Eventually, Zhang was forced to sell the Sishe cheaply to the financial 
syndicate of Chiang‟s brother-in-law H. H. Kung in an underhand deal with covert 
backing from Chiang.
2
         
 Zhang‟s illustrious career in the Shanghai journalistic circle merits description 
for the fact that he was also a figure who featured prominently in the professional 
networking of the SCJP newspapermen. Furthermore, the factors leading to his 
demise indicate the larger context of the stormy national politics of China that the 
Chinese journalistic players had to grapple with in the 1930s. Fu Wumen, SCJP‟s 
chief editor, met with this “friend in the press” during his trip to Shanghai in July 
1932.
3
 Moreover, Zhang was among the welcoming party to greet Hu Wenhu upon 
the latter‟s arrival for a one-week visit to Shanghai-Nanjing between 5 and 13 
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 Zhang‟s career profile comes from Shanghai xinwen zhi, p. 698. See also Yao Fushen, “Zhang Baoan 
jiaoshou hua xianfu Zhang Zhuping yishi,” Xinwen daxue, 2008, 1, pp. 42-43.  Yao‟s article provides 
an account of his conversations with Zhang Zhuping‟s son Zhang Baoan. The younger Zhang gave his 
recollections of the persecutions and threats from the Guomindang party-state that his father had faced. 
He also ascertained that his father passed away in Chongqing in 1961, not in 1944 as stated in 
Shanghai xinwen zhi. For Zhang‟s ties with the leaders of the Fujian Rebellion, see Shanghai xinwen 
zhi, p. 632 and Ma Guangren, ed., Shanghai xinwen shi, 1850 – 1949, pp. 762 – 767. Jin Xiongbai (aka 
Zhu Zijia), who was employed as a reporter in the Shibao in the 1920s and then as the chief Nanjing 
correspondent for the Shishi xinbao and three other press under Zhang‟s Sishe in the early 1930s, 
recounted Chiang Kai-shek‟s antagonism towards Shishi xinbao in his memoir. See Zhu Zijia, 
Huangpujiang de zhuolang (Hong Kong: Wuxingji shubaoshe, 1964), pp. 186-187.          
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November 1934, as well as being one of the guests at Hu‟s return reception for all his 
Shanghai hosts on 12 November.
4
 More importantly, Hu/SCJP had also formed a 
close relationship with Cai Tingkai just like what Zhang did. Cai had become a 
national hero in China and the overseas Chinese communities owing to the 
courageous resistance that his Nineteenth Route Army put up against Japanese attacks 
on Shanghai in January-February 1932. Although Hu and the SCJP newspapermen 
deeply admired Cai‟s patriotic exploits, they perceived the Fujian Rebellion with 
strong reservations.
5
 Such an attitude could be attributed to the vested interests that 
Hu/SCJP had with the Guomindang  party-state.              
 With the relationship between the SCJP newspapermen and a Shanghai press 
mogul as a starting point, this chapter seeks to unfold the layers of professional 
networking across the diasporic journalistic sphere between the SCJP newspapermen 
and their China/Shanghai-based counterparts, with a special focus on interpersonal 
and organizational linkages, as well as joint-efforts engendered by these connections. 
The chapter also examines the journalistic players‟ complex relationship with the 
Guomindang party-state and the various ways in which they handled the influence of 
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 See “Overseas Chinese leader and great entrepreneur Hu Wenhu arrived in Shanghai yesterday,” 
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Interpersonal Ties, Mutual Recognitions:  
Visits of China Newspapermen to Nanyang/Singapore 
During the early-mid 1930s, a number of key personalities from the Shanghai 
Chinese journalistic circle made short visits to Singapore en route their overseas 
travels. Perhaps due to their transient nature, these transit stops have not been covered 
in the historical scholarship on Chinese journalism. The number of the visiting 
journalists may be small, but their trips offer us a vista to unravel diasporic 
professional journalistic relationships. The cases to be discussed consist of press 
mogul Cheng Shewo (or Cheng Ping, 1898-1991) in June 1930, the Shibao‟s 
proprietor and general manager Huang Bohui (1894-?) in November 1930, Ge 
Gongzhen in September 1932, and the Xinwenbao‟s chief reporter Gu Zhizhong 
(1898-1995) in February 1934.
6
 All four visitors were entertained by the SCJP 
newspapermen and their trips were reported significantly in SCJP, demonstrating the 
newspaper‟s high regard of their professional attainments.7  
  The networking between the SCJP newspapermen and their China/Shanghai 
counterparts featured interpersonal ties. At times, the presence of press associations 
forged and consolidated these ties.
8
 Huang Bohui was received by Lin Aimin upon his 
arrival in Singapore and given a reception by all SCJP staff.
9
  When Hu Wenhu 
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 Biodata of Chen Shewo can be found in “Famous journalist Cheng Shewo passed through Singapore 
on his overseas journey,” SCJP, 26 June 1930 and Shanghai xinwen zhi, p. 720. Huang Bohui‟s biodata 
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visited Shanghai in November 1934, he was given a lunch reception by the Shanghai 
Daily Newspapers Association (SDNA). Huang was among the SDNA representatives 
present to welcome Hu.
10
 Ge Gongzhen was acquainted with Fu Wumen. Both men 
probably came to know each other in Paris in early 1927, when Ge was in the French 
capital on a fact-finding tour and Fu happened to be serving as the France 
correspondent for a number of Nanyang Chinese newspapers, including the NYSP.
11
  
This interpersonal relationship was revealed by SCJP in its report covering Ge‟s visit 
to the newspaper‟s office during the League of Nations delegation‟s transit stop in 
Singapore on 11 September 1932.
12
 The relationship was most likely the underlying 
reason behind the exclusive telegram that SCJP received from the Shanghai Press 
Association (quoted at the beginning of the Introduction) prior to the arrival of the 
League delegation. 
For the case of Gu Zhizhong, Gu‟s employer Wang Boqi, the general manager 
of Xinwenbao, was already acquainted with Fu Wumen by the time of Gu‟s visit. In 
fact, Wang was another of Fu‟s “friends in the press” whom Fu visited while touring 
Shanghai in July 1932.
13
 This may account for the seemingly high degree of 
familiarity that Gu had with SCJP at the time of his transit stop in Singapore in 
February 1934, as suggested in his memoir. Gu recalled how warmly and hospitably 
he was entertained by Lin Aimin, who treated him and his wife to a city tour and a 
dinner. What is more illuminating, however, is Gu‟s remark in his memoir that every 
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issue of SCJP “was a match with the Xinwenbao in its layout.”14 This comment, 
despite its brevity, points to perception of SCJP as a professional equal by a 
Shanghai-based Chinese journalist.      
      Cheng Shewo‟s travelogue presented a slightly more substantial account by a 
visiting China newspaperman on the Chinese journalistic circle in Singapore. More 
importantly, the publication of the article gave us an idea about how information 
about professional journalistic development in Singapore came to be transmitted and 
known to the journalistic circle in China/Shanghai.  Written not long after Cheng‟s 
transit stop in Singapore on 25 June 1930 on his way to Europe for a fact-finding tour, 
the article was contributed to the Jizhe zhoubao (Journalist Weekly), the 
organizational bulletin of the Shanghai Shi Jizhe Lianhehui (Shanghai Journalists 
Association or SJA). It is worth noting that three of the journalists who appeared in 
SCJP‟s socialization circuit were linked with this professional organization. Pan 
Gongzhan and Ge Gongzhen were founding members of the SJA while Gu was 
elected (simultaneously with Ge) to the executive committee in the association‟s 
fourth annual general meeting in 1931.
15
   
During his short stop-over, Cheng visited the offices of the SCJP, NYSP and 
SKMJP at Robinson Road. He drew a comparison between the Robinson Road cluster 
and the renowned gathering of major newspaper offices on the Wangping Street in 
Shanghai, signifying that Shanghai had by then become a yardstick of evaluation in 
terms of the press as cultural landscape.
16
 Of all the Chinese newspapers in Singapore, 
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he singled out SCJP for special mention, taking special note of the “good reputation” 
of its chief editor Fu Wumen, its high circulation rate “running over ten-thousand 
copies,” advanced printing facilities and “impressive content” including up-to-date 
telegrams of China news from Shanghai and Hong Kong, weekly pictorial supplement 
and on-site photographs for local news reports.
17
 He summed up his positive 
impressions by putting that, “it is a cause for rejoice to see such things in an overseas 
Chinese journalistic enterprise.”18 Remarks like these might have been most helpful in 
establishing SCJP‟s standing within the journalistic circle in Shanghai through the 
circulation of the bulletin among members of the SJA. This also in a way explains 
why trips made by the SCJP newspapermen to China received considerable attention 
from their China/Shanghai counterparts. 
                  
More Interpersonal Ties Revealed:  
Reverse Visits of Nanyang/Singapore Newspapermen to China 
The SCJP newspapermen‟s reverse visits to China enhanced their 
relationships with professional counterparts in Shanghai in a manner that 
overshadowed the newspaper‟s local competitors in Singapore. The overshadowing 
effect went to such an extent that a Shenshi News Agency journalist who interviewed 
SCJP editor Hu Mai in February 1935 described the newspaper as “the sole opinion 
organ of the overseas Chinese.”19 The remark was historically and factually inaccurate, 
but it reflected the impact of the SCJP newspapermen‟s proactive interactions with 
the Shanghai journalistic circle. In the process, they also sought to acquire and gained 
professional benefits from their counterparts. 











  Discussion on the reverse visits requires first of all an examination of the 
backgrounds of the reverse visitors. The employment of Fu Wumen, Lin Aimin and 
Hu Mai in the SCJP had much to do with their ties with Hu Wenhu. Lin and Hu Mai 
possessed the same native place origins as Hu Wenhu (Yongding in Fujian), while Fu 
Wumen had befriended Hu Wenhu‟s assistant Hu Guigeng in Rangoon.20 Fu hailed 
from Nan‟an in Fujian.21 He received a traditional education in his hometown before 
moving to modern-style academies in Xiamen and Beijing. During his earlier years, 
Fu participated in anti-Yuan Shikai movement in Xiamen and for a brief period the 
Guomindang‟s operations in Fujian. His journalistic career formally began as an 
editor of the Xinmin zhoubao in Quanzhou. Subsequently, he was appointed as the 
chief editor of the Minzhong ribao in Xiamen around 1917. His anti-warlordism 
writings in Minzhong ribao provoked the local warlord to ban the newspaper and 
place Fu on the wanted list. In order to escape persecution, he departed from China in 
1918 and shifted his career base overseas. By the time of his appointment as SCJP‟s 
chief editor in late 1929, Fu had already accumulated a wealth of professional 
journalistic experience in the Philippines, British Burma, Penang (part of the Straits 
Settlements in British Malaya), the Dutch East Indies, and the faraway French capital 
of Paris. It was most likely that during his stint as the chief editor of the Yangguang 
ribao in Rangoon between 1921 and 1925, he came to the attention of Hu Wenhu. In 
Fu‟s autobiographical account within SCJP‟s First Anniversary Commemorative Book 
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published in 1930, he mentioned that he had helped Hu Guigeng raise funds for the 
Chen Poh, which Hu Wenhu founded in 1923 in Rangoon.
22
  Lin Aimin was born to a 
prominent local elite family in Yongding, Fujian.
23
 His family background ensured 
that he received good upbringing and education from an early age, making him 
“capable of poetry and essay writing.” 24  In a study of Hu Wenhu‟s Yongding 
compatriots serving in Hu‟s Star Newspapers Network, Luo Zhenqing (who worked 
in SCJP after the end of WWII) supplied the information that Lin “graduated from the 
Ninth High School in Fujian.‟‟ 25  Concerning Lin‟s earlier career path, Nanyang 
mingren jizhuan indicated that Lin went to Singapore in 1927, helped Hu Guigeng to 
start up the Sin Poh (Hu Wenhu‟s earliest journalistic venture in Singapore) and 
taught simultaneously in the Chinese High School for a year.
26
 In June 1929, he 
became SCJP‟s second manager after the resignation of Deng Lisheng.27 Hu Mai was 
the younger brother of Hu Guigeng. It was through this relationship as well as his 
literary accomplishments since an early age that he became one of SCJP‟s editors.28  
 Fu‟s trip to Shanghai in July 1932 was chronicled within a series of 
travelogues entitled “lütu zashu” (A Travel Miscellany) published in SCJP between 
16 August and 17 October 1932. One installment in this series, which was devoted to 
the Shanghai journalistic circle, outlined the history, institutional development, 
circulation rate, revenues and profits of key Chinese and foreign-language newspapers 
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  Fu mentioned in the article that he met “a friend who has a twenty-
year historical relationship with the Shanghai press” on his first day in Shanghai and it 
was this person who conveyed the factual information to him. Although Fu did not 
identify the person, the remark at least shows an interpersonal connection existing 
between established figures in the Chinese journalistic circles in Singapore and 
Shanghai.  Another piece in the series, entitled “Two specialists in the press,” featured 
Zhang Zhuping and Wang Boqi, whom Fu lauded right at the beginning of the essay 
as individuals “who really merit my attention among many friends in the press I met 
in Shanghai.”30  
 The most revealing aspects of Fu‟s account are the comparison he drew 
between the Chinese journalistic circle in Shanghai and that in Singapore as well as 
his positive review of the operational and management missions and practices of 
Zhang and Wang. This in turn provides us with ideas about Fu‟s perception of the 
press in Shanghai relative to that in Singapore and some fundamental professional 
principles shared by figures from the two spheres. He acknowledged that the major 
Chinese dailies in Shanghai had attained a level of profit that was far beyond the 
reach of overseas Chinese journalistic enterprises. He marveled at the huge annual 
profits made by Shenbao (“more than seven hundred-thousand yuan”) and Xinwenbao 
(“more than six hundred-thousand yuan”) in 1931-32 as related to him by his friend in 
Shanghai, opining that these figures “were unimaginable for most of the overseas 
Chinese.”31 Even so, Fu was of the belief that newspapers, as information providers, 
should place the interests of the readers as the top priority and serve readers to the 
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best of their abilities. This was reflected in the laudatory tone of his account on 
Wang‟s editorial missions for Xinwenbao: 
[Wang] believes that the most important thing for anyone running a newspaper 
is a willingness to be responsible towards the readers in terms of what news to 
provide, how to satisfy the readers, what kind of opinions to generate in order to 
benefit the readers, what means to use to select the information received so that 
the news can be more comprehensive, truthful and reliable, what means to use 
to convey the news and how to ensure that the news reaches the readers more 
rapidly and efficiently. All these are issues that Mr Wang thinks hard all day 
long. They also constitute the key to Xinwenbao‟s success in China.32 
 
Fu‟s comment on Zhang‟s recruitment and remuneration policies for the press 
under his wing also underlined the belief shared by both men that money made by 
newspaper offices should be put to goods uses in attracting the best talents: 
[Zhang] is always mindful of acquiring [the best of] professional talents and 
giving them excellent treatment, benefits and remunerations…he said that they 
must be well-paid, so that they can focus single-mindedly on their tasks and 




 Seeking professional improvement in the service of readership formed part of 
Lin Aimin‟s mission during his socializing and fact-finding rounds in the Shanghai 
journalistic circle in late March 1934. A luncheon was organized in his honor by two 
major dailies in Shanghai, Shenbao and Xinwenbao, on 28 March 1934. Among the 
journalists and staff from the two newspapers present were the Shenbao‟s Zhang 
Yunhe, Ma Yinliang, Wu Tingchen, Hu Zhongchi, Huang Jiping and Gu Angruo. The 
Xinwenbao was represented by its general manager Wang Boqi and Wang Weizhen. 
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Also present was renowned photojournalist Lang Jingshan.
34
 Following the luncheon, 
Lin‟s visited Shenbao and Xinwenbao‟s offices. For the former visit, Lin was led by 
Huang Jiping; for the latter, Lin was entertained by Wang Boqi.
35
 Lin expressed his 
deep impression on the well-equipped facilities he witnessed and acknowledged that 
“the rapid improvement in the press of our homeland served as an exemplary role 
model for press operators overseas.”36 Lin also visited the offices of Shibao, Chenbao 
and Shishi xinbao. The visits provided Lin with much food for thought on ways to 
improve the layout and content of SCJP. Lin remarked in an interview published in 
SCJP after his return to Singapore that he had paid serious attention to various aspects 
of the editorial work of the major Chinese newspapers in Shanghai, including printing 
characters, articles lengths and layout, pointing out that the strengths of the Shanghai 
Chinese press in these aspects gave SCJP things to learn from.
37
 At the same time, he 
purchased printing characters of bigger sizes and greater varieties of fonts in Shanghai 
to be transported back to Singapore.
38
 On his return to Singapore, Lin conveyed his 
findings in the editorial meetings and initiated a comprehensive improvement plan for 
SCJP. Its implementation was announced in a manifesto published in SCJP‟s Evening 
Edition on 13 June 1934.
39
                  
The 1934 trip also provided Lin with a propitious opportunity to establish or 
consolidate SCJP‟s ties with key figures in the Shanghai journalistic circle as well as 
some well-known Chinese intellectual elites. Among the Shenbao staff that Lin had 
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met, Zhang Yunhe (1872-1940)
40
, a veteran with the major Chinese daily in Shanghai 
for many years, would make a one-time contribution on European politics to SCJP‟s 
“Specially-Commissioned Weekly Op-Ed” column.41  Worth mentioning among other 
personalities who appeared in Lin‟s social rounds include Hu Zhongchi (1900-1968) 
and Lang Jingshan (1891-1995).
42
 Hu Zhongchi was Shenbao‟s international news 
editor and a younger sibling of left-wing journalist Hu Yuzhi (1896-1986).
43
 Given 
his job portfolio as well as his involvement in the translation of foreign literary works 
with his elder sibling
44
, it could be assumed that Hu was among the “several parties” 
whom Lin approached for “translations of journal articles and short novels by famous 
writers around the world for reproduction in special supplements [of SCJP].” 45 
Moreover, Hu Zhongchi‟s renowned elder sibling was to make a similar one-time 
contribution to SCJP‟s “Specially-Commissioned Weekly Op-Ed” column as that of 
Zhang Yunhe on developments in Europe.
46
 Lang Jingshan made a name for himself 
in the Shanghai journalistic circle as a pioneering Chinese photojournalist, serving in 
Huang Bohui‟s Shibao from 1928.  Beginning in late 1929, he was also employed by 
SCJP on the basis of a special contract to supply news and feature photographs for the 
newspaper‟s pictorial supplement.47          
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A far more important figure was Zhang‟s ex-colleague Chen Binhe (1897-?). 
Chen was a native of Wuxian in Jiangsu.
48
 He spent his earlier years in the education 
circle, serving in the Sino-Soviet University in Beijing and the Nankai University in 
Tianjin. In 1926 he participated in the anti-imperialist movement in Beijing led by Li 
Dazhao to protest against Japanese bombardment on Feng Yuxiang‟s troops in Taku 
and the ultimatum forced upon the Beijing warlord government by Japan and other 
foreign powers to dismantle Chinese defence. The movement was brutally suppressed 
by the warlord government and Chen escaped to Shanghai. He participated in the left-
wing China Civil Rights League and became well-connected with a number of 
prominent progressive intellectual elites including Cai Yuanpei and Huang Yanpei.
49
 
Upon Huang‟s recommendation to Shi Liangcai, Chen joined the Shenbao in 1931 to 
assume the newspaper‟s chief editorship. During his stint with the newspaper, 
Shenbao produced a succession of opinions protesting against Japanese military 
encroachment and lambasting Chiang Kai-shek‟s appeasement policies and 
extermination campaigns against the Communists. Many of the articles appeared 
under Chen‟s name and a number were collated for a published volume, with its 
foreword written by Zhang Yunhe.
50
 Consequently, Shenbao faced persecution in the 
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form of a postal ban by the Guomindang censorship authorities and was forced to fire 
Chen from his position.
51
  
The episode may lead one to easily assume that Chen was an anti-Japanese 
left-winger acting in collision with the Chiang regime, yet further information from 
his available biographical data suggests an extremely complex, even schizophrenic 
figure. According to Shanghai xinwen zhi (Shanghai Journalism Gazetteer) compiled 
by a group of PRC-based journalism history scholars and published by the Shanghai 
Academy of Social Sciences, Chen came into contact with the Japanese consul in 
Shanghai as early as 1928 and became a Japanese agent. Under Japanese sponsorship, 
he founded the journal Riben yanjiu (Japan Studies) in 1929. The information implied 
that Chen‟s anti-Japanese opinion in Shenbao was the deceptive act of a double-faced 
opportunist. Whether this was really the case would require further verifications. 
What is certain is that Chen subsequently emerged as a blatant collaborator in 
Japanese-occupied Shanghai after the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War. With the 
support of the Japanese military, he oversaw the operation of Shenbao under the 
puppet Wang Jingwei regime as the newspaper‟s managing director between 1942 
and 1945.
52
       
Before meeting Lin Aimin in Shanghai, Chen had already formed a connection 
with SCJP through one of its editors with the penname of Shaoya, who referred to 
Chen as “a friend” and mentioned Chen‟s work in promoting Japan studies in the 
maiden installment of SCJP Sunday Edition‟s weekly “International Issues 
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Supplement” on 11 December 1932.53 During Lin‟s visit to Shanghai, Chen was one 
of Lin‟s hosts and introduced Lin to a number of China‟s renowned intellectual elites 
who enjoyed either a working relationship or friendship with Chen, including Ma 
Xiangbo, Huang Yanpei and Cai Yuanpei (Figures 7 and 8).
54
 These people were 
among the specialist writers whom Lin sought out for SCJP‟s “Specially-
Commissioned Weekly Op-Ed” column during his Shanghai trip.  
Chen managed to establish a close professional relationship with Lin. This was 
apparent from a “long correspondence” in which Chen expressed the importance of 
newspapers as the instrument for the enlightenment of the general populace in China 
and encouraged Lin to “overcome all difficulties and assume greater responsibilities” 
so that he could become “the Viscount Northcliffe of China one day” (Chen was 
referring to Alfred Harmsworth, the founder of modern journalistic enterprise in Great 
Britain).
55
 Lin in turn quoted Chen‟s correspondence in SCJP‟s year-in-review for 
1934 (in the SCJP New Year Edition published on 1 January 1935) as words of 
motivation for the SCJP staff. More significantly, Chen played a key role in a 
journalistic joint-effort that brought together SCJP and its China counterparts and at 
the same time engendered a significant informational flow from a major 
Nanyang/Singapore-based Chinese newspaper to a key cultural-political institution in 
Guomindang China.            
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Collaboration on News Indexing Project 
In 1933, Chen Binhe joined the Sun Yat-sen Institute for Advancement of 
Culture and Education (SYSIACE), a cultural-political organization sanctioned and 
sponsored by the Guomindang party-state for the pronounced purpose of studying and 
researching on Sun Yat-sen‟s thought.56 Yet, with a host of publication and research 
projects on a variety of fields under its aegis, it was actually a coordinated effort on 
the part of the Guomindang party-state to penetrate simultaneously into the academic, 
cultural, intellectual and journalistic circles by co-opting figures from these circles.
57
 
The organizing committee was headed by Sun Yat-sen‟s son Sun Ke, then President 
of the Legislative Yuan.
58
 During the process of the institute‟s organization, an 
acquisition group was set up to handle the collecting of books, periodicals and 
newspapers from various organizations, societies, bookstores and newspaper offices 
for both the library collection of the institute and the compilation and editorial work 
of newspapers and periodicals indexes.  The group was headed by Zheng Hongnian, 
formerly President of the Jinan University, and Chen Binhe, both of whom were also 
members of the organizing committee.
59
 Zheng was no stranger to SCJP as both 
parties shared a convergent interest in overseas Chinese and Nanyang Studies. Zheng 
had been the founder of the Jinan University Nanyang Cultural and Educational 
Affairs Bureau, a major institution devoted to research in the field, while SCJP played 
a leading role in promoting the studies in the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese journalistic 
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circle through the weekly “Nanyang Studies Supplement” in its Sunday Editions.60 
Zheng and SCJP enjoyed such a familiarity to the extent that Zheng contributed a 
congratulatory message to SCJP‟s First Anniversary Commemorative Book. 
Moreover, the Bureau advertised the Commemorative Book in its publication, the 
Nanyang Monthly.
61
              
Given the links existing among SCJP, Zheng and Chen, SCJP was 
unsurprisingly selected in late 1933 for the nationwide newspapers and periodicals 
indexing project carried out by the SYSIACE. The selection came together with the 
Shenbao, Xinwenbao and Shishi xinbao from Shanghai, Zhongyang ribao (Central 
Daily) from Nanjing, Wuhan ribao from Wuhan, Dagongbao (L‟Impartial) from 
Tianjin, Beiping chenbao from Beiping, Minguo ribao from Guangzhou and 
Gongshang ribao from Hong Kong. Initially, the newspapers and periodicals indexes 
were jointly published in the format of a bi-monthly journal under the name of Qikan 
suoyin (Master-key to Periodicals). Starting from March 1934, the newspapers 
indexing portion was published separately as the Ribao suoyin (Master-Key to the 
News), again on a bi-monthly basis (Figure 9). Between 1934 and 1937, seven 
volumes of the index were produced until the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 
July 1937 put an end to its compilation and editorial work in Nanjing and publication 
and distribution in Shanghai.
62
 The mission statement for the entire indexing project 
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in the inaugural issue of Master-Key to Periodicals spelt out that the chief objective 
was to provide a well-developed tool for the “advancement of scholarships and ideas 
upon which the culture of a nation depends,” with the academia and intellectual circle 
in general as its target consumers.
63
  
For SCJP, its appearance in the news indexing project was valued as a 
significant gain of cultural-political capital. The newspaper was apparently eager to 
show this off as a marker of its boosted standing. As the one and only Chinese-
language daily from the Nanyang represented among “the ten major newspapers in 
China” in the news indexing project, SCJP was effectively elevated to the status of a 
“China national newspaper” on par with its high-profiled China counterparts. SCJP 
trumpeted this accomplishment widely on three occasions: the first came in the 
paper‟s half-a-page announcement on its layout expansion and content enrichment on 
13 June 1934, the second a feature report dated 14 July 1934 on the SYSIACE, and 
the third Lin Aimin‟s year-in-review for 1934 in the SCJP New Year Edition on 1 
January 1935. Lin described SCJP‟s inclusion as “a surprising honor” and expressed 
“great delight” at “such a high regard by a cultural institution in [our] country.” 
            At another level, SCJP‟s inclusion in the news indexing project demonstrated 
in a symbolic way Guomindang China‟s co-optation of the overseas Chinese press 
into its nation-building effort at its subtlest. In this period of aspiration for a new 
Chinese nation-state and heightened anxieties over the detrimental impact of Japanese 
incursions on national survival, the project was ascribed with an instrumental 
significance for the sake of national salvation. In a contribution published in 
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December 1933 in the Guowen zhoubao (National News Weekly) titled “The Daily 
Newspaper and Indexing,” journalist Wu Zaozhou expressed high hopes for the 
project, seeing it as “a convenient tool in aid of researching on and discussing great 
world and national issues” that specialists and scholars “charged with the 
responsibility for ensuring the survival of the nation” should work with.64 By being 
absorbed into the project, SCJP, itself being a prominent Nanyang overseas Chinese 
cultural enterprise, became part of a nation-state-sanctioned cultural-political 
enterprise.  On a brighter side, it was undoubtedly a great honor and privilege for 
SCJP. However, the project signified a journalistic field mired in the national politics 
of China, with SCJP also entrapped within.       
 
Beyond Journalism: Grappling with China Politics 
               During the 1920s, a movement towards professionalization promoting 
objective, factual reporting and autonomy from politics had taken place in the China 
journalistic circle.
65
 However, as Terry Narramore rightly pointed out, the hopes for 
fulfilling such professional ideals turned out to be illusions as the entire journalistic 
circle had to contend with the penetrating influence, control and impact of the rising 
Guomindang party-state.
66
 The newspapermen also found themselves inexorably 
drawn into discussions and debates over how to deal with escalating Japanese 
incursions. A significant example was Ge Gongzhen, who became heavily involved in 
the Guomindang Government‟s attempt to seek support from the League of Nations to 
put Japanese military threat to a halt. Ge‟s stop-over in Singapore with the League 
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delegation was in fact almost dominated by questions over the effectiveness of Chiang 
Kai-shek‟s diplomatic move. SCJP‟s feature report on Ge placed greater emphasis on 
Ge‟s effort in promoting China‟s sovereignty rights in the international arena and his 
opinion on the Lytton Inquiry Commission‟s report on Japanese-occupied Manchuria, 
while Ge‟s social activities in Singapore were given marginal treatment.67  At the day-
to-day level, the writings of the newspapermen came to be engulfed by nationalism 
and national politics. Lin Aimin remarked in his year-in-review for 1934 in SCJP‟s 
New Year Edition on 1 January 1935 that, “With world affairs turning volatile and 
deteriorating day by day, our motherland still awaiting regeneration, the plights of the 
overseas Chinese becoming more severe, all of us involved in the press carry even 
heavier responsibilities as times go by.”68  
              Given the dominating presence of the Guomindang party-state, the 
newspapermen had to make hard choices over the course to be taken with regards to 
their relationship with the party-state, a matter that also emerged as a talking point in 
the professional socialization between the SCJP newspapermen and their 
China/Shanghai-based counterparts. Like Zhang Zhuping mentioned at the beginning 
of this chapter, Shenbao proprietor Shi Liangcai and Shenghuo zhoukan (Life Weekly) 
owner/journalist Zou Taofen (1895-1944) were among those who embarked on a 
collision course with Chiang Kai-shek as they became strongly opposed to Chiang‟s 
appeasement policies towards Japan and highly mistrustful of the Guomindang party-
state under Chiang‟s leadership to safeguard China‟s national integrity and interests. 
They paid dearly for their chosen course of action. Shi was assassinated by Chiang‟s 
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Blue Shirts squad in November 1934 while Zou was forced into a period of overseas 
exile in 1933.
69
 In Zou‟s brief encounter with Lin Aimin and Fu Wumen during his 
transit stop in Singapore, criticism of the Guomindang party-state was a major topic 
of conversation based on Zou‟s account in his travelogue published in Shenghuo 
zhoukan.
70
 On the other hand, SCJP did not carry any report on Zou‟s visit contrary to 
its usual practice with high-profiled professional journalistic visitors from China. 
Awareness of the highly-charged collision between Zou and the party-state and the 
need to carefully manage SCJP‟s relationship with the party-state were the possible 
considerations behind SCJP‟s non-reporting, even though Lin and Fu seemed to have 
listened with sympathetic ears (as Zou‟s account suggested).71 On his part, Zou did 
not elaborate in his travelogue much on what they discussed (except for a brief 
mention about the slump in rubber prices due to the world economic depression that 
severely affected the livelihood of many overseas Chinese), probably in consideration 
of the difficulties of the SCJP newspapermen.
72
  
             In stark contrast to Shi and Zou, Wang Boqi of Xinwenbao and Huang Bohui 
of Shibao sought as much as possible, albeit in their different ways, to avoid trouble 
with the party-state. In describing his encounter with Wang in July 1932 in his 
travelogue account, Fu Wumen related Wang‟s vague-sounding yet nevertheless bitter 
complaint about the detrimental impact of “bad politics” on the press and his adoption 
of the editorial principle of “no provocation, no conformity, no inclination and no 
affiliation,” which actually underlined the Xinwenbao operator‟s attitude of self-
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 Huang Bohui tried to circumvent censorship by avoiding 
political commentaries altogether and moving into a populist line. During his transit 
stop in Singapore in 1932, he admitted to the interviewing journalist from SCJP that 
the main reason behind his newspaper‟s drift into “yellow journalism” was due 




             What about SCJP‟s attitude towards the Guomindang party-state? Lin Aimin 
described the paper‟s position in facing party-state in an interview conducted by a 
journalist from Guowen Tongxunshe (National News Agency) during his visit to 
Shanghai in 1934, admitting that “there is no absolute freedom when it comes to 
opinion,” yet stressing that the paper “tries to be as honest as possible in saying what 
[it] wants to say, and we are especially assiduous in generating opinions and 
criticisms over the state of affairs in our motherland.” 75  From what actually 
materialized, the SCJP newspapermen‟s attitude and actions could be described as a 
delicate balancing act. On one hand, as Lin‟s remark indicated, the newspaper did not 
avert from its self-charged responsibility as a guardian of the well-being of the 
overseas Chinese‟s motherland. For instance, Hu Wenhu and Lin apparently did 
nothing to prevent members in SCJP‟s editorial team from generating highly critical 
commentaries on Chiang‟s appeasement policies (discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter 3) most possibly due to their nationalistic and professional conscience. On 
the other hand, the SCJP newspapermen saw that careful management of their 
relationship with the party-state was imperative for the newspaper‟s survival and 
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attempted as much as they could to smoother whatever possible risks that might arise 
out of their contacts or ties with figures who had posed strong challenge to the party-
state. SCJP‟s handling of Zou Taofen was one example of such maneuvering.  The 
newspaper‟s handling of Cai Tingkai after the Fujian Rebellion provided another 
example. 
             During the time of Japanese attack on Shanghai in early 1932, Hu Wenhu 
donated ten-thousand yuan as well as stocks of his Eng Aun Tong Medical Hall 
pharmaceutical products directly in aid of Cai‟s Nineteenth Route Army.76 The move 
led to a close bond between Hu and Cai. In a letter of appreciation addressed to Hu on 
28 July 1933, Cai expressed his profound impressions over Hu‟s patriotism and 
philanthropic contributions as well as his troops‟ highly positive response to Hu‟s 
Tiger brand medications.
77
 SCJP in turn trumpeted Cai‟s encomiums as the top 
headline in its key news section on 1 September 1933 in order to capitalize on the 
recognitions accorded to Hu by the famous national hero.  
              Despite the deep admiration that the SCJP newspapermen had for Cai‟s anti-
Japanese patriotism and heroism and their obvious jubilation over Cai‟s recognitions 
of Hu and his pharmaceutical products, the newspaper adopted a highly critical stance 
towards the Fujian Rebellion. Months after the suppression of the rebellion by Chiang 
Kai-shek‟s troops, SCJP consolidated its views of the rebellion in a review of events 
in China in 1934 included in the SCJP New Year Edition on 1 January 1935. SCJP‟s 
editor Lin Rizhen summed up the newspaper‟s reactions to the rebellion by remarking 
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that the short-lived renegade regime in Fujian had been woefully lacking in mandate 
and the necessary military, political and economic strength to combat Japanese 
intrusions and preserve China‟s national integrity and independence.78 At the same 
time, Lin lamented the disintegration of a force which had once astounded the entire 
China and the overseas Chinese communities with their brave resistance against the 
Japanese aggressors.
79
 Cai went on an exile to Hong Kong after the end of the 
rebellion. In April 1934, he embarked on a trip to Europe and the United States 
accompanied by his old subordinates in the Nineteenth Route Army. The group 
stopped by Singapore en route on 16 April.
80
    
               Cai‟s arrival in Singapore presented a considerable dilemma to the SCJP 
newspapermen. On one hand, Cai remained hugely popular among the overseas 
Chinese as an anti-Japanese national hero, as testified by Cai‟s own recollection that a 
great number of Chinese in Singapore flocked to the harbor to welcome him despite 
attempts by the Guomindang Government‟s consul-general in Singapore to prevent 
them from doing so.
81
 Hu Wenhu and SCJP also found it extremely difficult to severe 
their already firmly established ties with the general most likely due to their deep-
seated patriotic conscience. On the other hand, SCJP had to try minimizing whatever 
suspicions that the Guomindang party-state might possibly develop over its contact 
with Cai. Eventually, the visitors were still given a warm reception by Hu Wenhu. Hu 
led them on a tour around the island before treating them to a lunch in his recreational 
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 Cai also visited SCJP‟s office where he was given an interview. SCJP reported 
the events as well as the interview as its top story in the key news section of its 
evening edition on 16 April 1934.  During the interview, Cai kept on stressing the 
need for unity to resist Japanese intrusions while trying to downplay his opposition to 
Chiang‟s totalitarian regime and appeasement policies, remarking that his “personal 
relationship with Chiang remains close and [the tensions between them] are only due 
to differences in political views.”83 In its turn, SCJP attempted to lessen the negative 
impact that Cai‟s visit might have on its relations with the Guomindang party-state by 
emphasizing Cai‟s neutralizing remark over his relationship with Chiang. The 
newspaper made the remark the sub-headline of the report after brief, matter-of-fact 
statements of Cai‟s arrival and activities in Singapore as the headlines.84  SCJP‟s 
treatment of Cai underlined the difficult balancing act that the SCJP newspapermen 
had to perform in the context of growing anti-Japanese motherland nationalism in the 
Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community and mounting political tensions in 
China over how to respond to Japanese incursions.     
           Apart from the necessary course entailing cautious management of their 
relationship with Guomindang China‟s tumultuous national politics, the SCJP 
newspapermen also adopted a simultaneous course of proactive engagement with 
Chiang and other party-state figures. The consideration behind this course of action 
was most possibly the vested interests that the SCJP newspapermen had with the 
party-state. The party-state served as a major source of the cultural-political capital 
required by SCJP to thrive in the local Singapore Chinese newspaper competition. In 
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return, the SCJP newspapermen felt they had to make positive contributions to help 
bolster the party-state‟s nation-building efforts. Among the matters/issues of 
engagement, construction projects of national significance often took a prominent 
place. Notable among these were Hu Wenhu‟s generous donations for the building of 
the Central Women and Children‟s Hospital in the Guomindang capital of Nanjing 
and the upgrading of water works within the compounds of the Sun Yat-sen 
Mausoleum, both of which earned high approvals from the party-state.
85
  For the 
former, Hu received commendatory plaques and certificate from the Guomindang 
Government in February 1933, while for the latter Hu was granted an audience with 
the President of the Guomindang Government Lin Sen on 9 November 1934.
86
 Other 
matters of engagement concerned the opening of investment opportunities in China 
for overseas Chinese businessmen adversely affected by the world economic 
depression and the promotion of national goods in the Nanyang. These matters 
surfaced during Hu‟s meeting with H. H. Kung (Chiang‟s brother-in-law and then 
Minister of Industry) in October 1930 and the meetings in 1934 between Lin Aimin 
and Chen Gongbo, the Minister of Industry at the time.
87
 The provision of avenues for 
returning investment was meant to relieve the overseas Chinese businessmen of their 
difficulties while providing them with roles to play in China‟s economic 
development.
88
 The sales of national goods in the Nanyang formed an integral part of 
the national goods movement (which was tied up with anti-Japanese nationalism) to 
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provide viable substitutes for overseas Chinese consumers in their boycott of Japanese 
products.
89
 In August 1936, a donation drive was launched in the Nanyang/Singapore 
Chinese migrant community for purchasing warplanes as birthday gifts for Chiang‟s 
fiftieth birthday and concrete contributions to the strengthening of China‟s national 
defence. For the purpose, Hu called upon Chiang in Guangdong and sought Chiang‟s 
opinion on what types of warplanes were needed.
90
 Chiang provided a list of models, 
with the Martin Bomber as his top favorite.
91
 Hu later contributed three-thousand two-
hundred and thirty yuan to the donation drive.
92
 These proactive moves on the part the 
SCJP newspapermen in engaging with the party-state suggest that they were 
effectively pursuing a strategy of using the interdependence between themselves and 
the party-state to ensure their professional survival and viability.                   
             Lin Aimin had expounded on SCJP‟s stand in the paper‟s First Anniversary 
Commemoratory Book, putting that “with its stance founded in the Three People‟s 
Principles and the interests of the common people, the newspaper seeks to go directly 
to the heart of the matter without any slant or inclination, for what is right is right and 
what is wrong is wrong.”93 On the surface, this aspiration expressed the professional 
ideals that the Chinese journalists sought out. At a deeper level, Lin‟s bland words of 
neutrality and yet unmistaken association with the Guomindang party-state‟s rhetoric 
of the Three People‟s Principles reflected a journalistic field caught in the highly-
charged political currents of the time. The turbulent currents and the journalistic 
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HIGH NANYANG DEMAND FOR KNOWLEDGE  
AND THE TRANSREGIONAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
The growth of anti-Japanese nationalism in the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant 
community in the late 1920s and throughout the 1930s provides a significant case for 
studying the extension of the contours of the Chinese public opinion into the diasporic 
realm. The need to satisfy an information-hungry migrant community in this period of 
turmoil intensified the competition between SCJP and NYSP over the establishment of 
correspondent networks. In addition to the transmission of China and international 
news, SCJP utilized its transregional networking with key professional journalistic 
counterparts in China to source important intellectual capital for their journalistic 
production in the form of in-depth current affairs analysis and commentaries written 
by renowned Chinese journalistic and intellectual figures. Taken together, these 
correspondent and professional journalistic networks formed the basis of the 
transregional information infrastructure linking the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese 
migrant community to China and the rest of the world.  
 
Nationalistic Responses to Japanese Incursions  
and Guomindang Party-State Politics 
 The patriotic fervor stirred up in the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant 
community by Japanese incursions was reflected in overwhelming responses towards 
relief fund-raising and rousing welcomes for visiting resistance leaders, events that 





organized in 1928 by Chen Jiageng and his Ee Ho Hean Club gathered a total of one-
million yuan in aid of the victims of the Jinan Incident.
1
 Four years later, a relief drive 
spearheaded by SCJP for the victims of the Battle of Shanghai remitted to the 
Shanghai Bank Association thirty four-thousand Straits dollars on 19 February and 
seventy nine-thousand Straits dollars on 26 February 1932.
2
 Yet the event that 
brought the newspapermen, the migrant community public and developments in 
China in close touch with one another was the visit by the key leaders of the Northeast 
resistance force, Ma Zhanshan and Su Bingwen, to Singapore on 31 May 1933.
3
 Just a 
day before, the visitors sent a telegram to Hu Wenhu informing him of their imminent 
arrival. Thousands of people turned up at the harbor to greet their “national heroes” 
whose exploits in combating the Japanese aggressors had filled the pages of the 
Singapore Chinese press.
4
 Reporters from NYSP, SCJP, as well as other Chinese-
language newspapers swarmed the two model fighters for exclusive interviews.
5
 They 
were also given a dinner reception by Hu.
6
 
 Escalating Japanese pressures on China‟s sovereignty and territorial integrity 
led to rising anxieties among the overseas Chinese over developments in China. As a 
result, there were greater demands from the public on the speed of news reporting and 
the timing of daily publication. SCJP and NYSP sought every possible mean to cater 
to these rising demands. The newspapers scrambled to release extra breaking news on 
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the Manchurian Incident in 1931 and the Battle of Shanghai in 1932.
7
 On 11 March 
1932, NYSP announced that the publication of the paper would be pushed forward to 
the morning with effect from 14 March 1932 with the stated reason that “all overseas 
Chinese compatriots have been expecting to known first-hand the latest happenings 
ever since the outbreak of the Northeastern crisis and the bloody Battle of Shanghai.”8 
Not to be outdone, SCJP began from August 1932 onwards a new daily publication 
schedule that produced one morning edition at 6 am and one evening edition at 6 pm 
to cater to “the increasingly tense current affairs.”9 
Between 1929 and 1937, both SCJP and NYSP recognized the Guomindang 
Government in Nanjing under the leadership of Chiang Kai-shek as the sole legitimate 
regime in China and threw their support behind Chiang‟s extermination campaigns 
against the CCP.
10
 However, this did not mean that they were uncritical of or in full 
agreement with Chiang‟s policies. As Japan stepped up its incursions, the 
newspapermen and the migrant community public grew increasingly apprehensive of 
the Guomindang Government‟s appeasement policies towards the Japanese.  
Their doubts began to emerge in the aftermath of the signing of the Tangku 
Truce in June 1933. The newspapermen acknowledged that the move was made due 
to a lack of options at a time when China‟s military strength was vastly outnumbered 
by that of Japan, yet there were serious reservations over the effectiveness of the truce. 
SCJP‟s chief editor Fu Wumen expressed his worries that “the more [China] gives in, 
the more arrogant the enemy will be,” adding that “as more thorny issues surface and 
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more humiliations come forth, our side will be more inclined towards giving in 
further.”11 An editor of NYSP by the pseudonym of “Zixin” opined that “since the 
enemy could tear up all treaties and invade our territory, it is difficult to see that such 
a truce could guarantee the security of Beiping, Tianjin and the surrounding areas.”12               
 The Xinsheng zhoukan incident in July 1935 marked the epitome of Chiang‟s 
appeasement policies and sparked off a wave of criticisms in the overseas Chinese 
communities that surpassed the negative responses towards the Tangku Truce. As its 
name implied, the Xinsheng zhoukan (New Life Weekly) was a successor of Zou 
Taofen‟s Shenghuo zhoukan after the latter‟s suspension by the Guomindang 
Government. Under the editorship of the Mukden refugee Du Zhongyuan (1898-
1944), the journal continued its predecessor‟s anti-Japanese line by challenging 
Nanjing‟s appeasement policies. The hardliners in the Japanese community in China 
soon seized upon a brief article published in the issue on 4 May 1935 entitled 
“Xianhua huangdi” (Gossips about Emperors) as a pretext for eliminating the journal. 
Accusing the journal of insulting the Showa Emperor, the Japanese newspapers and 
consular officials in the treaty-ports of Tianjin and Shanghai pressured the 
Guomindang Government to clamp down on the journal and its publisher. The 
Guomindang Government yielded to the Japanese demands by suspending the journal. 
Du was arrested, put on trial and sentenced to fourteen-month imprisonment.
13
        
Whereas commentators three years earlier had expressed a certain degree of 
understanding over the rationale behind non-resistance, the seemingly easy acquiesce 
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by the Guomindang party-state towards Japanese demands in banning the Xinsheng 
zhoukan and punishing Du Zhongyuan aroused so much indignation that the 
newspapermen and readers simply lost whatever sympathy they had over the policies. 
In SCJP‟s 11 July editorial, Hu Mai decried the Guomindang authorities‟ failures to 
stand by the public opinion in China and resist Japanese pressures, depicting the entire 
incident as “an extraordinary humiliation for the nation that is beyond any word to 
describe” with the authorities “becoming enslaved by Japanese demands.”14 In a short 
essay contributed to SCJP‟s “Morningstar Supplement” on 13 July, a reader from a 
remote town in British Malaya with the pseudonym of “Keman” remarked sourly and 
bitterly that the “governments of China and Japan had fulfilled their wishes in 
sentencing Du to one year and two months in prison…what is truly lamentable is not 
the imprisonment of Mr Du, but the entire public opinion of China!”15 Another reader 
by the penname of “Youzhi” wrote in his contribution to SCJP‟s “Multiple Stars 
Supplement”: “Haven‟t the Hebei-Chahar and the Xinsheng incidents led to numerous 
submissions? Where is our national defence?  At this point, apart from a sense of 
despondency, there is nothing left to say.”16              
 In the midst of the Xinsheng zhoukan incident, Lin Rizhen, another of SCJP‟s 
editors, wrote a commentary entitled “The Backfiring of the „First Internal 
Pacification, Then External Resistance‟ Policy” for the newspaper‟s Sunday edition 
on 7 July. Lin pointed out that the Tangku Truce had failed to halt further Japanese 
advances in Northeastern China and opined that the Xinsheng Incident was just 
another example to show that the Guomindang Government‟s appeasement policies 
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“have gone ridiculously wrong” as the “enemy keeps up its relentless pressure step by 
step and allows us hardly any hour of rest.”17 Lin made a call to the Guomindang 
Government to “wake up in time and put up a fight with the enemy rather than 
waiting to be slain,” adding that: 
If [the Guomindang Government] keeps on using the disunity of internal 
politics, the continual presence of the Communist threat as well as the 
inadequacy of national strength as excuses [for non-resistance], then we must 
ask: would an enemy who is all out to destroy us permit us any day for recovery 
and any chance for national regeneration? We must also see that many countries 
in the world had suffered from internal political disunity and civil chaos, but 
upon the encroachment of an external enemy, they managed to unite to fight off 
the invaders, protect their territories and achieve national regeneration. Such 
examples are numerous.
18
        
                   
The appearance of the article suggests that, similar to the situation within 
urban China, the appeasement policies towards Japan had become less than popular in 
the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community and public opinion generators 
came to regard resistance against Japanese incursions as the topmost priority over the 
extermination of the CCP forces. The unpopularity of the policies was also reflected 
by the styling and tone of the language of headlines used for reports transmitted by 
the China-based correspondents. For example, SCJP‟s Shanghai correspondent 
dispatched on 9 July 1935 a report on the outcry of renowned cultural and intellectual 
figures against the conviction of Du Zhongyuan and the public spectacle of loud 
protests at the scene of Du‟s trial. The following headlines and sub-headlines were 
generated for the published report in the key news section on “motherland” in SCJP‟s 
morning edition on 17 July: 
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The Chinese Cultural Circle goes against the Suppression of Xinsheng zhoukan
19
 
Du Zhongyuan given heavy sentence 
Famous writers signed joint-declarations calling for liberation of the press from 
suppression, protesting vehemently: “No law exists in China now!”  
Crowd at the court also grievous and outraged, calling out: “Down with the unjust 
verdict!”  
Opposing policies of surrender and shameless appeasement 
Courtroom filled with colorful pamphlets, boiling with crowd’s angry roars  
 
The report was just one example of the frequent use of strong and even 
emotive languages in correspondent reports found in SCJP and NYSP during this 
period. It is difficult to determine on paper whether it was the correspondent or the 
editor in the Singapore newspaper office who produced such headlines. Perhaps both 
played a part. Such a nature of the headline languages reflected the anti-Japanese 
nationalistic fervor present in the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community 
readership and the underlying intention on the part of the correspondent and the editor 
to stir this up further. At the same time, it also served to underline the newspaper‟s 
ability to generate a remarkable story through its Shanghai-based correspondent. The 
rivalry between SCJP and NYSP over correspondent network-building was in fact a 
key feature of the escalating competition in the local Singapore Chinese press scene in 
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Contestations over Stationing of China/Overseas-Based Correspondents  
 Between the late nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries, the early Chinese-
language newspapers in Singapore acquired their own news sourcing capability by 
placing informants in China for communicating news to the Nanyang. However, due 
to the often limited operational capital of their proprietors, such capability was slow to 
develop in the beginning.  Events of turmoil in China and intensifying local 
competition in the journalistic circle drove the newspapers to step up their efforts in 
strengthening this capability. Taking as an example the earliest Chinese-language 
daily in Singapore, the Lat Pau, the newspaper in its earlier years often adopted the 
relatively less costly mean of reproducing commentaries and reports on a frequent 
basis from its counterparts in Shanghai and Hong Kong (such as Shenbao and 
Xinwenbao from Shanghai and Hua Tzu Jih Pao from Hong Kong) and translating 
reports from the English-language daily press in Singapore (such as the Straits Times 
and Singapore Free Press). During the years between 1898 and 1912, Chinese-
language polemical press affiliated with the Reformist and Revolutionary Movements 
emerged one after another in Singapore. With their own informants supplying news 
from China, these papers proved to be significant competitors. Under such 
circumstance, Lat Pau began to seek out its own connections in Hong Kong and 
Shanghai for its own “exclusive telegrams” on the latest events in China and Hong 
Kong. Brief, developing information on the 1898 coup d’état that ended the Hundred 
Days‟ Reform, as well as the 1900 Boxers uprisings and the occupation of Beijing by 
international troops were acquired in this manner.
20
 Just over a decade later, it was the 
newspaper‟s correspondent in Hong Kong who transmitted reports on the various 
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uprisings that toppled the Qing imperial regime and led to the founding of the new 
Chinese Republic in 1912.
21
  
The practice of using Shanghai and Hong Kong as the main bases for sourcing 
news from China was continued by NYSP and SCJP in the late 1920s and the 1930s. 
With the backing of strong financial resources of their respective proprietors, these 
papers spared no expense in sustaining their wire correspondents based in these two 
press hubs. The wires from Shanghai and Hong Kong constituted the main sources of 
news and filled up most of the headlines in the front pages of the two newspapers. 
Reports on the latest developments in China, including breaking news on the Japanese 
invasion and occupation of Manchuria in September 1931 and the attack on Shanghai 




During these years, the journalistic field in the Far East was characterized by 
the presence of an array of Euro-American and Japanese news agencies, with each 
serving its own national interest. Under such complex circumstance, the Chinese 
newspapers based in China as well as the Nanyang tried as best as they could to field 
in their own news correspondents to ensure greater independence in sourcing 
information. The news-communication field spanning China and the Nanyang was 
dominated by the British news agency, the Reuters, with its branch office in Shanghai 
(set up in 1872) in charge of news distributions in the Far East and the Chinese-
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language newspapers in Shanghai, Hong Kong and Singapore among its subscribers.
23
 
Apart from Reuters, news agencies of other nationalities such as the Associate Press 
of the United States, the Havaz of France, and the Rengo of Japan gradually made 
their presence felt in the Far East news-communication field.
24
 The Chinese news 
producers had an inherent mistrust of these news agencies, seeing them as instruments 
that aided foreign imperialist powers in eating away Chinese sovereignty.
25
 To reduce 
their reliance on the foreign news agencies, especially the Reuters, for news from 
China, the maintenance of the newspaper offices‟ directly-employed/expatriated 
correspondents became a frequently pronounced and highly publicized agenda. In the 
commemorative books celebrating the first and second anniversaries of SCJP, Lin 
Aimin stressed consecutively the imperative for consolidating and expanding the 
newspaper‟s own wire correspondent strength regardless of the exorbitant telegraphy 
cost incurred every month.
26
 In addition, Fu Wumen expounded in his contribution to 
the first anniversary commemorative book on the advantage for a newspaper to 
possess its own correspondent network: 
A correspondent‟s mission is to observe and examine with a sharp perception 
the truth of happenings in various places.  When something out-of-ordinary took 
place, he has to be honest and loyal to the truth of the event and account for it in 
a systematic way. As the newspaper office usually bears all responsibilities, a 
[directly-employed] correspondent is [often] able to be forthright in relating the 
truth without succumbing to the ills of evasion.
27
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     Apparent from the pages of NYSP and SCJP during this period, the 
correspondents consisted of two types: the wire correspondents and the special 
correspondents. The former was responsible for transmitting information on the latest 
happenings through telegraphy as fast as they could to the newspapers‟ head offices in 
Singapore. The latter dealt with developing issues that were not affected by time 
constraints and often contributed reflective reports of considerable length that 
included information and observations gathered from interviews and fact-finding trips, 
as well as a certain amount of analysis and commentary. 
    As concerns over the accuracy of the news reports became greater on the part of 
the Chinese news producers and readers in a period of mounting national crisis in 
China, correspondent networking assumed greater importance as a strategy employed 
by Chinese newspapers to ensure that they possessed certain amount of basis for 
verification when faced with reports of various kinds from a variety of sources over a 
breaking and developing event. Even if they were unable to determine whether the 
reports were true, the task of comparing and contrasting could at least be carried out 
by the editorial board before decisions could be made on whether to publish the 
reports. In his Sunday edition commentary on 5 March 1933, during the time of 
Japanese military assault on Jehol in Northeastern China following the occupation of 
Manchuria, an editor of NYSP made a post-mortem evaluation of received wire 
reports on the outcomes of the battles originating from various sources ranging from 
areas that came under Japanese influence to special correspondents stationed in 
Shanghai. He called for the need to treat them with great caution and place them 





considering that reports claiming Chinese military defeats could “create profound 
impact on the overseas Chinese who have been anxious over developments in the 
motherland.”28 
The Sino-Japanese conflicts in Northeastern China in the early-mid 1930s and 
the Battle of Shanghai in January-February 1932 sparked off a conspicuous contest 
between SCJP and NYSP in building up the strength and expanding the outreach of 
their respective correspondent network. On 20 January 1933, NYSP announced the 
dispatch of additional correspondents to Shanghai, Hong Kong, Guangdong, Nanjing, 
Hangzhou, Beiping and Tianjin, while SCJP appointed Chen Zishi as its special 
Northeastern China news correspondent to be based in Beiping and gave prominent 
spaces to reports generated by Chen.
29
  The death of Chen in Japanese hands during a 
reporting assignment in the Northeastern China battlefield was a great blow to SCJP 
and the newspaper‟s editors published poignant eulogies mourning his passing.30 The 
loss of an important correspondent and stepped-up competition from NYSP did not 
deter SCJP from moving forward with an even wider and more ambitious network in 
1934.           
In a probably unprecedented move by any Nanyang/Singapore Chinese 
newspaper, SCJP expanded its special correspondent network beyond China to 
incorporate major cities in the Far East and other parts of the world in June 1934. The 
key human agents in this extended network were the overseas Chinese students based 
in London, Paris, Rome and Geneva in Europe, Moscow in the Soviet Union, 
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Washington D.C., New York and San Francisco in the United States, as well as Tokyo 
and Osaka in Japan.
31
 SCJP explained in its manifesto on 13 June 1934 that the 
extension aimed to “provide systematic reporting of important news in various places 
in order to allow the readers to understand to their fingertips the developments in 
China and the wider world.”32 These wider overseas connections greatly expanded the 
scope of SCJP‟s current affairs reporting beyond the usual China-Nanyang focus of 
the Singapore Chinese press to include coverage on various elements of instability in 
international relations. The rise of the Fascist regimes in Europe was unsurprisingly a 
major topic in the reports from the correspondents based in Europe, such as “The 
Fascist‟s Perception of War” from the Rome correspondent published on 6 December 
1934 and “Bloodbath in the German Capital” from the Berlin correspondent published 
on 13 August 1934. The correspondents in Tokyo and Osaka supplied detailed 
analysis on the growth of militarism in Japan, such as “Japan‟s War Budget for 1935” 
published on 11 September 1934.  
There were times when these internationally-based correspondents would 
generate reports on events that underlined the global and regional dimensions of the 
threat of Japanese imperialism as well as the looming prospect of a second world war, 
with notable examples including “Britain‟s Demands on Japan: New Naval Reduction 
Pact Should Preserve China‟s Territorial Integrity” from the correspondent in London, 
published on 29 January 1935, and “Possibility of Outbreak of War in the Pacific in 
1939 and the Critical Roles played by the United States and Japan” from the 
correspondent in New York, published on 13 July 1934. In general, these reports 
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reflected the Chinese journalistic world‟s increasing anxiety over the wider impact of 
the dark undercurrents of international tensions. The international correspondent 
network of SCJP as well as the contributions from well-known China-based 
commentators to SCJP‟s “Specially-Commissioned Weekly Op-Ed” column 
represented the SCJP newspapermen‟s proactive attempt to understand and grapple 
with the gloomy larger reality surrounding China and the overseas Chinese in the 
Nanyang.           
 
Accumulation of Intellectual Capital through Transregional Networking: SCJP’s 
“Specially-Commissioned Weekly Op-Ed”  
 Introduced on 17 June 1934, the Teyue xingqi lunwen (Specially-
Commissioned Weekly Op-Ed or SCWOE) column of SCJP was a product of the 
SCJP newspapermen‟s China socialization circuit. The “SCWOE” column saw its 
peak during the first two years of its existence between 1934 and 1935, when 23 
renowned figures from the journalistic, intellectual, cultural and industrial circles 
contributed analytical articles dealing with a variety of issues ranging from 
international, European and Japanese current affairs to China and overseas Chinese 
affairs. These articles were produced by request from SCJP and bore penned 
signatures of their authors as proof of authenticity. At least five of the authors, Ma 
Xiangbo (educationist and founder of the Fudan University), Cai Yuanpei 





Ou Yuanhuai (educationist; one of the founders and Deputy President of the Daxia 
University in Shanghai) were known acquaintances of Lin Aimin and Hu Wenhu.
33
  
 The “SCWOE” column was first and foremost an effort made by SCJP to 
buttress its analytical strength and add to the variety of issues and opinions in its 
pages in response to “demands of readers from various places.” 34  The SCJP 
newspapermen were aware of their own limitations as knowledge suppliers and the 
need to overcome these limitations. In the foreword for the collected edition of the 
“SCWOE” between 17 June and 31 December 1934, Fu Wumen admitted that 
newspaper editors caught up in the day-to-day provision of current affairs were often 
unable to give in-depth, systematic analysis of various major issues arising out of the 
events of the time and this was where “specialist commentaries and analysis” were 
needed: 
Writings by specialists are not affected by time constraints and the limitations 
imposed on article length. With their ability to derive from a wider range of 
sources and explore a greater variety of angles, they could deal with [events and 
issues of the time] thoroughly in a way that could help make up for the 
inadequacies of the commentaries [produced] within the newspaper office.
35
    
      
     Placed within the broader cultural-political context of the 1930s, the “SCWOE” 
reflected growing concerns in the Chinese journalistic and intellectual communities 
over China‟s increasingly precarious position in the face of rising Japanese 
imperialism as well as within the larger international background of the world 
economic depression and the growth of extreme nationalism in Germany, Italy and 
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Japan. They felt that there was an urgent need for all Chinese to acquire greater 
awareness of all these burning issues.  In his study of the theory and practice of 
journalism in China in the 1920s, Timothy Weston rightly pointed out that the deep 
interest the Chinese intellectuals had developed in the outside world during the New 
Culture era became translated into the journalism thinkers‟ belief in the newspaper as 
a medium of transmitting knowledge about events taking place across the globe.
36
 
Moving into the 1930s, a much greater sense of urgency surfaced within the Chinese 
journalistic world that they should convey in-depth knowledge about international as 
well as Japanese affairs to as wider a readership as possible in the belief that a 
knowledgeable national community would be better equipped to deal with the 
mounting national crisis. In this sense, the knowing of the wider world acquired a 
utilitarian dimension that was directed towards the goal of national salvation. The 
prevalence of such thinking in the Chinese journalistic world was manifested in the 
proliferation of current affairs periodicals, most notably the Shenbao yuekan (Shenbao 
Monthly) launched by the Shenbao in 1932 and Shijie zhishi (World Culture) by the 
Shenghuo Bookstore (which was one of Zou Taofen‟s publishing enterprises) in 1934, 
as well as the multiplicity of international affairs analysis in such periodicals.
37
 The 
spread of the concerns over international developments to the Nanyang/Singapore 
Chinese journalistic circle was reflected in the inaugural issue of SCJP‟s 
“International Issues Supplement” in its Sunday edition on 11 December 1932. In the 
opening remark that launched this weekly installment aimed at bringing out more in-
depth analysis on international and Japanese affairs, the editor of the supplement by 
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the penname of “Shaoya” urged the overseas Chinese to acquire international 
knowledge and world perspectives as the mean for “monitoring the diplomatic moves 
of our government in order to co-ordinate our hearts and strength from top to bottom 
to deal with the national crisis and save the nation,”38 adding that: 
While feeling anxious and outraged about [our] national crisis, we should study 
the origins of the crisis. This in turn requires us to study China‟s complex 
relationship with other nations. I used to say that if [we] do not know the world, 
then [we] do not know China…changes and movements in China affect the Far 
East and in turn the whole world in an extraordinary and  profound way.  If we 
want to understand China thoroughly and save our China from the basics, we 





         The editor moved on to express the urgency for the Chinese as a national 
community to engage in serious studies on Japan. The call for greater knowledge of 
Japan struck a similar tone to that of the response of Chinese intellectuals in the Late 
Qing era towards Japan‟s emergence as a formidable rival regional power after the 
1894-95 Sino-Japanese War. Reminding the readers of the proactive, coordinated and 
systematic efforts in China studies within Japanese governmental, civic and tertiary 
organizations and institutions from the Meiji to the Showa period, he urged the 
Chinese to do likewise in order to “develop concrete knowledge about Japan so as to 
deal with Japan effectively and overcome it.”40 While discussing recent efforts in 
China on Japan studies, the editor revealed his friendship with Chen Binhe and 
praised Chen for having made a timely move by starting the Japan Study Society in 
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Shanghai in 1929 and launching the journal Riben yanjiu (Japan Studies) to introduce 
Japanese politics, economy, society and customs to the Chinese people.
41
            
The topics and themes, both obvious and underlying, of the contributions to 
the SCJP “SCWOE” column should be seen in the light of the above-mentioned 
ideological currents in the Chinese journalistic world where contemporary production 
and transmission of knowledge were concerned. The first op-ed that launched the 
series on 17 June 1934, “Crisis in Northeastern China” by educationist Huang Yanpei 
announced the theme of national crisis and the need to face up to and address it. This 
theme was to permeate most of the subsequent op-eds dealing with Chinese and 
overseas Chinese nationalism, culture and education, such as “Overseas Chinese and 
the Motherland” (dated 24 June 1934), “National Salvation through Sports” (16 Sep 
1934), “Concrete Lessons from 9 May National Humiliation” (12 May 1935), “My 
Opinions on Overseas Chinese Education” (7 July 1935) and “Double-Ten Day 
Message” (13 Oct 1935) by Ma Xiangbo, “Nanyang Chinese Education Long after 
My Departure” (28 November 1934) by Huang Yanpei42 and “Problems of Education 
in China” (16 December 1934) by Ou Yuanhuai. Among these, the most significant 
was Ma Xiangbo‟s “Overseas Chinese and the Motherland.” In the essay, Ma tried to 
connect Japanese aggressions to what he viewed as the rising propensity among the 
great powers for increasing armaments and resorting to wars as a way out of their 
“national economic crisis” caused by the world economic depression. He felt that 
these trends brought the whole world on the brink of a second great war and moved 




 In 1918, Huang Yanpei went on a fact-finding mission on Chinese education in the Nanyang. See 
Huang Yanpei, “Nanyang Huaqiao jiaoyu shangqueshu,” in Shu Xincheng, ed., Jindai Zhongguo 





on to make an open call to all overseas Chinese to “develop profound knowledge for 
the current state of the world, the crisis faced by our motherland and the plights of the 
migrant communities.”43 Ma reiterated his message in his contribution to the SCJP 
New Year Edition on 1 January 1935 entitled “For the Nanyang Chinese Compatriots 
in 1935”: 
We know that issues concerning China form an integral part of international 
affairs. Understanding the various factors behind China‟s current situation 
requires [painstaking] research into the [current] state of international relations. 
Therefore we must observe the international situation closely…from 1935 
onwards, these issues should occupy a significant portion in our thinking.
44
       
 
Among the contributions dealing with international affairs, the most notable 
ones came from Zhang Yunhe and Hu Yuzhi. Zhang, a veteran Shenbao 
newspaperman, had appeared in Lin Aimin‟s social rounds in the Shanghai 
journalistic circle in March 1934. Hu Yuzhi, a renowned left-wing journalist in the 
press hub, was the elder sibling of Shenbao‟s international news editor Hu Zhongchi, 
whom Lin had also met. Hu Yuzhi and Hu Zhongchi were incidentally contributors to 
the aforementioned periodical Shijie zhishi.
45
  In his contribution entitled “Political 
Currents in Europe” (9 September 1934), Zhang criticized the League of Nations for 
its failure to resolve the Manchurian Crisis of 1931 as well as its failure in pushing for 
disarmament among the great powers. Moving on to express his frustration over the 
League‟s inability to fulfill its mission in upholding international justice and peace, 
Zhang lamented that, “since the [League‟s] brand name of „peace‟ cannot be 
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maintained any longer, the only way left for the future is „war‟.” In his contribution 
entitled “Europe on Volcano” (28 October 1934), Hu Yuzhi pointed out that the rise 
of Hitler‟s totalitarian national socialist regime made the entire Europe more 
vulnerable to further tensions and chaos. What is remarkable in Hu‟s commentary is 
the similarity that he drew between Germany and Japan as dangerous regimes 
possessing devastating potentials to undermine regional and even world peace and 
stability, as well as the way he related the instability in Europe to Japan‟s imperial 
ambitions. Noting the volatile situation in the Balkans, Hu predicted that, “once 
tensions escalated in Europe, not only will Germany find an opportunity [to launch its 
war of expansion], our eastern neighbor [i.e. Japan] will also be most eager to try its 
hands [at imperialist expansion], thus turning the crisis in Europe into crisis of the 
whole world.”  The underlying intentions of these op-eds echoed Ma Xiangbo‟s 
urging to readers in the Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community to build up 
sufficient knowledge of the international currents in order to gain better and clearer 
understanding of the larger, tumultuous international context of Guomindang China‟s 
precarious position.  
In the period that saw Japanese imperialism rising to its height, Japanese 
affairs analysis unsurprisingly occupied a paramount place among the contributions 
on international affairs. The first commentary in the series dealing with this topic was 
Cai Yuanpei‟s one-time contribution, “Where Goes Japan?” (1 July 1934), which 
discussed the negative impact of the rise in the Japanese government‟s military 
expenditure and the expansion of Japan‟s military industry on the country‟s civilian 





contributor in this area. Between 1934 and 1935, he produced eight commentaries on 
a broad range of issues consisting of Japanese politics, military, economic affairs, 
Japanese designs on China and international relations involving Japan. The essays 
were “The Okada Cabinet” (5 August 1934), “Japan‟s War Budget in 1935” (23 
September 1934), “On Naval Reduction Conference” (23 December 1934, dealing 
with Japan‟s refusal to abide by the naval arms reduction guidelines in the 1922 
Washington Treaty), “The Meaning of Japan‟s Fuel Control” (30 December 1934), 
“Steps Taken by Japan in 1935 for Invading China” (10 February 1935), “The 
National Policy of Japan” (24 February 1935), “On the Japanese Ideology” (9 June 
1935) and “Right-Wing Organizations in Japan” (30 June 1935).  The significant 
number of these commentaries pointed to the SCJP newspapermen‟s clear intention to 
make the best use of their professional compatriot‟s apparent substantial knowledge 
of Japanese affairs to bolster the understanding among the Nanyang/Singapore 
Chinese readers of the immediate menace to the territorial integrity and national 
survival of their homeland.     
  In sum, the “SCWOE” constituted important intellectual capital that enhanced 
SCJP‟s journalistic production within the larger context of the various intertwining 
regional and international currents of the time. It also provided a platform through 
which the journalistic figures and intellectual elites in China could convey to the 
overseas Chinese readers their responses to these currents. In the cases of the 
contributions by Ma Xiangbo and Huang Yanpei, direct appeals were made to the 
overseas Chinese to play a more concrete role in national salvation and to equip 





Through these commentaries, SCJP effectively created an in-print current affairs 
forum that was „transregional‟ in terms of the trajectories of its production as well as 
the geopolitical coverage of the commentary topics. In achieving this feat, the SCJP 
newspapermen placed themselves firmly in the Chinese journalistic world as builders 
of a dynamic transregional social-informational network that linked the Chinese 
journalistic field of Shanghai to that of Nanyang/Singapore. These linkages 
contributed to the vibrancy of the broader Chinese diasporic journalistic sphere 
stretching from China to the Nanyang. Such vibrancy was concretely manifested by 
the “SCWOE.” Moreover, by incorporating additionally the aforementioned 
international correspondent network built by SCJP, the sphere also acquired wider 






In the special feature on Hu Wenhu that commenced the series “Modern 
Entrepreneurs of China” in Shanghai‟s Chenbao, Chen Binhe contributed an article 
that focused on Hu‟s SCJP as a prominent overseas Chinese cultural enterprise. He 
summed up the achievements of the newspaper up to the time of Hu‟s much heralded 
and reported trip to the press hub in November 1934: 
[SCJP]…is indeed the most perfect among the numerous newspapers in the 
Nanyang. Master-Key to the News edited by the Sun Yat-sen Institute for 
Advancement of Culture and Education selected it as one of the top ten national 
newspapers. The newspaper appointed correspondents based in various major 
cities in the country…, forming a widespread yet close-knit news network. On 
the other hand, it collaborated with our country‟s overseas students based in 
various major cities around the world to form a network of special 
correspondents…as such [the readers] can gain access to information 
originating from both inside and outside [China] in a systematic way on a daily 
basis. Apart from these, [SCJP‟s] “Specially-Commissioned Weekly Op-Ed” 
column on Sundays has been acquiring from well-known intellectual figures 
and other luminaries…commentaries and analysis containing much valuable 
insights…[such wealth of content] is rarely seen [even] in newspapers within 
the country. Through such a great journalistic enterprise, [Hu] strives hard day-
and-night to satisfy the hunger of the overseas Chinese compatriots for greater 
knowledge.
1
    
 
       On his part, journalistic/political luminary and Chenbao‟s founder Pan 
Gongzhan
2
 also expressed his admiration for Hu‟s journalistic enterprise: 
Mr Hu is a great enthusiast in the journalistic enterprise…I heard about his plan 
to establish an extensive daily newspapers network in major cities inside and 
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         These paeans of superlatives generated by Chen and Pan encapsulated the 
success attained by Hu/SCJP in gaining professional reputation on a transregional 
scale that transcended their main rival Chen Jiageng/NYSP and other competitors in 
the Singapore Chinese journalistic circle. As this study has been demonstrating 
consistently, the critical factor that led Hu/SCJP to achieve such a feat was their 
dynamic transregional networking made up chiefly of interpersonal connections with 
important journalistic, intellectual and political/military figures in Guomindang China. 
In terms of the coverage and variety of contacts, Hu/SCJP‟s networking surpassed 
that of Chen/NYSP. More importantly, the SCJP newspapermen were able to source, 
mobilize and accumulate vital resources through their networking to bolster both their 
journalistic production as well as their professional reputation in the Singapore 
Chinese journalistic circle and the Chinese journalistic world as a whole.  
The resources garnered by Hu/SCJP came in two main categories. The first 
consisted of cultural-political capital in the form of high recognitions accorded to 
Hu/SCJP by their connections within Guomindang China. Contributing significantly 
to these recognitions were Hu/SCJP‟s generous and often proactive philanthropic and 
patriotic contributions to Guomindang China as well as SCJP‟s own zealous efforts in 
improving its journalistic production to standards that could place it on par with its 
renowned Shanghai counterparts. The second comprised intellectual capital that came 
in the form of informational and analyzed knowledge on current affairs of the time 
that SCJP exploited in the most conspicuous manner possible to enhance its 
journalistic production. The most concrete manifestations of such intellectual capital 





contributions to SCJP‟s “Specially-Commissioned Weekly Op-Ed” column made by 
well-known journalistic/intellectual figures who had appeared in the socialization 
circuit of the SCJP newspapermen within Guomindang China. Furthermore, a 
complementary relationship of symbiotic interdependence could be established 
between these two categories of resources. The high standing Hu/SCJP gained was a 
main factor that abetted SCJP in sourcing intellectual capital from the 
journalistic/intellectual luminaries in Guomindang China and the internationally-
based overseas Chinese students who were appointed as SCJP‟s special 
correspondents, while the intellectual capital in turn strengthened SCJP‟s professional 
reputation even further. This is amply testified by the encomiums showered on Hu‟s 
journalistic enterprise by Chen Binhe and Pan Gongzhan.                                              
Acquisition and amassing of the aforementioned resources through proactive 
building of transregional connections enabled Hu/SCJP to upstage Chen/NYSP both in 
terms of its ranking within the local Singapore Chinese newspaper competition as 
well as the scale of its professional reputation.  During the 1930s, the 
Nanyang/Singapore Chinese migrant community still maintained on the whole close 
cultural-political identification with their homeland and anxieties were on the rise 
within the community over the precarious position of Guomindang China in the face 
of Japanese imperialism and instabilities in international politics. Within this larger 
context, Hu/SCJP‟s mobilization and accumulation of these resources became hugely 
important in giving the newspaper a highly prominent „China‟ profile as well as a 
richer current affairs content that could appeal enormously to the migrant community. 





those of NYSP and other competitors in the Singapore Chinese journalistic circle and 
its reputational ascendency became firmly established by 1934, five years after its 
founding (in 1929).  The newspaper further outstripped its local Singapore rivals by 
becoming the one and only Nanyang Chinese newspaper selected into the high-
profiled nationwide news indexing project carried out by the Sun Yat-sen Institute for 
Advancement of Culture and Education, a major cultural-political organization in 
Guomindang China. SCJP‟s privileged place in the project was a ripe fruit borne out 
of its transregional networking that consolidated its high standing in the Chinese 
journalistic world. 
Apart from bolstering the position of SCJP in the local Singapore Chinese 
newspaper competition and the wider Chinese journalistic world, the network-
building activities of Hu and his SCJP newspapermen also contributed to a vibrant 
diasporic journalistic sphere. The sphere was enlivened by the visits of 
China/Shanghai-based newspapermen to Nanyang/Singapore, the SCJP 
newspapermen‟s reverse visits to China/Shanghai, as well as the professional 
interactions and formation/consolidation of interpersonal ties among the SCJP 
newspapermen and their China/Shanghai-based counterparts during these visits. It 
provided a viable platform for them to reaffirm their cultural and professional 
identification and ties through mutual recognition of status and achievements. For the 
SCJP newspapermen, the Shanghai journalistic circle served as a role model as well 
as a learning field for professional improvements in the areas of newspaper format, 
publication agenda and journalistic missions. In the eyes of established China-based 





more or less equal professional standing and footing. As fellow professionals, they 
shared and professed convergent mission and burden of improving the operation of 
newspapers and journalistic practices and enlightening the general populace on the 
truth of current affairs. Moreover, the SCJP newspapermen were similarly entrapped 
as were their counterparts within the turbulence of Guomindang China politics in the 
face of growing Japanese imperial ambitions and military incursions. Like their 
counterparts, they had to make difficult decisions over their political relationship with 
the Guomindang party-state and adopt suitable strategies to ensure their continuing 
professional survival and viability.    
Through the case of Hu/SCJP‟s network-building and resource-channeling 
activities, this study ultimately aims to push for a more concerted effort in the 
historical scholarship dealing with Chinese journalism and journalistic players to pay 
greater attention to the presence, extent and impact of transregional networking 
between the overseas Chinese journalistic players and their China/Shanghai-based 
counterparts. Such endeavor affords us a vital avenue to expand the frontier of the 
scholarship. The exploits of Hu Wenhu and his SCJP newspapermen provide a 
concrete example in showing how such networking constituted the crucial linchpin of 
a dynamic, interactive Chinese diasporic journalistic sphere. In furnishing this fresh 
perspective on Hu‟s journalistic enterprise, the study also seeks to move the historical 
scholarship on overseas Chinese journalism further beyond the longstanding 
institutional framework of analysis pioneered by Ge Gongzhen more than eighty years 
ago. As the study has revealed, Ge was himself an integral element within Hu/SCJP‟s 
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